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Sunday, May 13, 2018
10:00 a.m., Lots 1-770

FOREIGN INDIVIDUAL LOTS

China
1 � 1878, Large Dragons on Thin Paper, 1ca-5ca Complete, #1-3, used,

used, decent centering for this issue, 1ca and 5ca with faults, F-VF. Scott $1,000
................................................................................................................ (Web) $200

2 � 1915, Junk Issue, First Peking Printing, 20¢-$5, #233-238, o.g. (h.r.),
low values with small thins, $1 and $2 dist. gum, Fine. Scott $1,368 ........ (Web) $200

3 � 1923, Constitution Complete on Cover, #270-273, tied by S.O.N. Oct
10 1923 cancels, seven days before official first day on unaddressed envelope
with fold down center and torn, Fine ....................................................... (Web) $100

4 �
� P.R.C. 1963, Cuban Revolution Set, #655-660, n.h., F-VF. Scott $525

..................................................................................................................... (P) $150
5 �

� P.R.C. 1963, Hwangshan (Yellow Mountain) Landscapes, #716-731, 
n.h., F-VF. Scott $930 ................................................................................. (P) $250

6 � Denmark: 1918, 27öre Surcharges on Newspaper Set, #138-144, used,
F-VF. Facit #177-183 SKr 9,000. Scott $1,400 .......................................... (P) $350

7 � Egypt: Military Stamp; 1935, 1pi on Cover, #M9, tied as seal on back
with London 3 JNE 1935 receiving cancel, addressed to London, Fine. SG
#A10 .......................................................................................................... (P) $150

8 � Eritrea: Special Delivery; 1936, 1.25L on 60¢ Dark Red & Brown, #E8b, 
l.h., perf 11 variety, shorter perfs on right, Fine. Scott $9,500, a scarce item .... (P) $1,000

9 ��
� France: Airmail, 1950, 1000Fr View of Paris, #C27, n.h., full pane of

10, wrinkles, Fine. Yvert #29. Maury #29 €2,000. Scott $1,300+ ........ (Web) $250
10 � Germany: 1872, Large Shield, 18kr Bister, #26, Munchen 11-12 cancel, 

F-VF; 2017 A.P.E.X. cert. Michel #28. Scott $1,900 ................................. (P) $200
11 �

� Germany: Airmail, 1933, 1m-4m Chicago Flight Zeppelins Set,
#C43-C45, n.h., C43 spot on gum and short perf at bottom, otherwise F-VF.
Michel #496-498 €4,000. Scott $3,200 ....................................................... (P) $400

12 �� Germany: Airmail, 1931, 1m-4m Polar Flight Zeppelins Set, #C40-C42, 
used, C40 small corner crease, otherwise VF; C41 signed Krause. Michel
#456-458 €1,300. Scott $985 ...................................................................... (P) $200

13 ��
� Hungary: Airpost; 1951 60f Rose Lilac Souvenir Sheet, Imperf, #C95

var., n.h., VF. Michel #Block 22 var. €2,200. Scott $1,600 1,060 sold ... (Web) $500
14 �

��� Iran: 1979 Islamic Revolution Set, Sheets of 50, #2008-18, n.h., usual 
gum bends, few selvage separations, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $4,362... $600

15 �
� Italy: 1921 Victor Emmanuel III 20c Brown Orange, Litho Overprint

“B.L.P.” in Blue, #B6, n.h., Fine; signed A. Diena, 2017 SBPV ASEP
cert. Sassone #2. Scott $2,500 ..................................................................... (P) $350

16 �
� Italian Colonies: 1934, 10c-10L Soccer Set, #46-50, n.h., #48-50 margin 

copies, VF. Sassone #46-50 €900. Scott $680+ .......................................... (P) $150
17 � Lithuania: 1923-25 Watermark Intersecting Diamonds 25c, #207, 

barely l.h., well centered, VF. Michel #215 €700. Scott $750 ................. (Web) $250
18 �

� Monaco: 1964 25c and 50c Europa Special Sheet, Maury #6, n.h., VF. 
Scott #590-591var. Maury €1,250 .............................................................. (P) $200

19 �
��� St. Pierre & Miquelon: 1942 10fr on 1.25fr, 20fr on 75c, #219-220, n.h.,

blocks of 4. Maury #298-299 €880+. Scott $520 + (hinged) ................ (Web) $300
20 �

��� St. Pierre & Miquelon: Semi-Postal; 1942 Set, #B9-10, n.h., blocks of
4, clean, VF. Maury #320A-B €960+. Scott $600 + (hinged) .............. (Web) $300
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21 �
� St. Pierre & Miquelon: Postage Due; 1932 Set, #J21-J31, n.h., 3 sets,

fresh, F-VF. Maury #21-31 €780. Scott $618 ........................................ (Web) $230

COMMONWEALTH INDIVIDUAL LOTS

Great Britain
22 � 1840, 1d Black on Piece, #1, nice margins to touching, tied on piece with

additional red JY 8 1840 cds, Fine. SG #2. Scott $320+ ........................ (Web) $100
23 � 1864, 1d Plate and Position Collection, #33, used, 10 volumes with

estimated 10,000 different, noted pl #214, 215, 216, 218. 219-221 and many
others, huge cat. value, great collection to continue to fill in, Fine. SG #43 ..... $1,000

24 � 1878, QV, 10/-, Maltese Cross Watermark, #74, neatly canc’d., small
thin on reverse, centered right, Fine. SG #128 £3,200. Scott $3,250 ............ (P) $400

25 � 1884, QV, 5/- on White Paper, Anchor Watermark, #108, SON MY
9 91 cds, excellent centering, VF-XF. SG #180 £250. Scott $250 ................ (P) $100

26 � 1884, QV, 10/- on White Paper, Anchor Watermark, #109, oval cancel, 
well centered, rich color, a VF usage. SG #183 £525. Scott $550 .................. (P) $200

27 � 1884, QV, £1 Brown Lilac, Imperial Crowns Watermark, #110, used, 
sound copy, signed on back, F-VF. SG #185 £2,800. Scott $3,000 .............. (P) $400

28 � 1891, QV, £1 Green, #124, used, sound copy, F-VF. SG #212 £800. Scott
$800 ............................................................................................................ (P) $150

29 �
��� 1970, 5d Dickens, Imperf Block of 4, SG #824ab, n.h., horizontal crease

on bottom pair, small scrape upper right, VF appearance. Scott #620a var. SG
£2,500 ......................................................................................................... (P) $200

30 � Envelopes: 1840, Mulready Envelope, 1d Black, #U1, used, forme 4
A122, July 1840 cancel on reverse from Marlow to London, seal removed on
reverse, otherwise Fine. Scott $525 ......................................................... (Web) $100

31 �� Envelopes: 1840, Mulready Letter Sheet, 1d Black, #U3, Forme 2 “A25"
scuff mark on reverse. Scott $335 ............................................................ (Web) $100

32 � Australia: Postage Dues: 1906, 3d, #J26, very l.h., centered, F-VF. SG
#D48 £700. Scott $1,150 ............................................................................ (P) $375

33 �
�� Canada: Newfoundland; 1887, 1¢ Deep Green, 1¢ Green and 2¢ Orange, 

#44, 45, 48b, n.h. to o.g., three plate blocks and strips, #44 block of 8, #45
strip of 6 and #48b strip of 4, all displaying full imprints, a nice little grouping,
mostly VF. Scott $955 ............................................................................. (Web) $180

34 � Canada: 1857, 7½d Green, #9, light bar cancel, tight to just cut in margins,
an affordable classic, small faults, Fine. Scott $3,500 ............................... (Web) $400

35 � Canada: 1897, 8¢ Orange, #72, o.g. (h.r.), slightly oily gum on reverse only,
well centered, VF overall. Scott $325 ............................................................ (P) $100

36 � New Zealand: 1867, QV “Chalon Head”, 3d Deep Mauve, Imperf, Pair,
#33c, used, 3 full to close on upper left, F-VF; 2017 Odenweller cert. SG
#118a. Campbell Paterson #A3d(T). Scott $2,100 as pair .......................... (P) $200

Rhodesia
37 �� 1897, Arms, ½d-8d Values, #50-57, mint grouping of 31 mint and 7 used,

showing all values, sorted by perfs, mostly o.g., few with faults, Fine overall. SG
#66-72 .................................................................................................. (Web) $250

38 �� 1910, Double Heads ½d to 2½d Plate Study, #101/104, 11 mint or
used singles, and ½d pair used, all pos. pieces with SG#122 used, 124 pos. 97
used, 124 mint with pos. 63 “Queens neck re-entry”, 128 mint, etc., F-VF. SG
#119/131 .......................................................................................................... $150
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39 �� 1910, Double Heads 2½d Collection, #104/104c, 66 mint and 6 used,
all neatly presented on black stockpages and each meticulously classified by
printing with about 19 different identified, 1 or 2 pl. flaws noted, mostly F-VF.
2012 SG #131/184 £1,900 ..................................................................... (Web) $500

40 � 1910, Double Heads 5d Lake Brown & Olive, Perf 15, #107b, slightly
dist. o.g., well centered, F-VF. SG #175 £800. Scott $875 ........................... (P) $250

41 �� 1910, 1/- Double Heads Collection of 9 Mint and 10 Used, #111/111b, 
representing a wide spectrum of shades and 10 different printings incl. RSC A,
C, D, F, H, G., the odd fault, mostly F-VF. 2012 SG #151/177 £1,000+
................................................................................................................ (Web) $300

UNITED STATES AUTOGRAPHS
42 Kennedy, John F., (1917-1963) 35th President of the United States, 1961-1963,

signed ALS, John Kennedy to Harris Goldberg, January 30, 1953 on United
States Senate letterhead, incl. is the cover which contained the letter, nice
historical document signed by Kennedy as a Senator, some light tone spots and
small tear at top on letter .......................................................................... (Web) $500

43 McKinley, William, (1843-1901) 25th President of the United States, 1897-1901,
1897-1901, DS, Army commission for George M. Grimes, dated 26 December,
1899 ....................................................................................................... (Web) $300

44 1960 Governor Signatures, 20 different on Governor letterheads, few signed
by assistants, etc., incl. Texas, Alaska, Hawaii, etc., clean, retail $355, inventory
incl...................................................................................................................... $100

UNITED STATES SINGLES
45 � State Postal History: California; Rattlesnake (Bar) on Cover, solid strike

on #U18 envelope, Fine condition, A rattlesnake infested bar on the American
river motivated the name. The original site now lies under Folsom Lake. Both
Salley and Williams question whether “Bar” actually appeared as part of the
cancel, Pacer County (DPO 1854-1869) Helbock scarcity of 8, Williams PLA-3000
scarcity of 4, a rare gold field cover .................................................................... (P) $150

46 � 1847, 5¢ Red Brown, #1, large margins to touching top left. Scott $375 ... (P) $80
47 � 1847, 5¢ on Folded Letter, #1, nice margins to close at bottom, tied by red

grid and NY docketed Nov. 30, 1849 to Providence, very clean, addressed from
Mahlon Day, publisher and bookseller . Scott $450 ........................................... (P) $150

48 � 1847, 5¢ Orange Brown, #1b, blue circular town cancel, small thin spot
bottom right, handsome VF appearance; 2010 P.F. cert. Scott $750 ............. (P) $100

1851-57 Imperforate Issue
49 � 1¢ Blue, Type IIIa, Pair, #8A, large margins to cutting into, used, pos.

11-12L4, “top left with a tiny thin at top, right stamp with faint diagonal scoring
line across the shoulder and chest”, otherwise Fine; 2004 P.F. cert. Scott $2,300
.....................................................................................................................(P) $400

50 � 1¢ Blue, Type IV, Marginal Strip of 5, #9, small part o.g., large margins
all round, couple minor thins, lovely XF appearance. Scott $4,250 ............... (P) $800

51 � 5¢ Red Brown, #12, three full margins with one just clears, partial cds cancel,
Fine and attractive; 1999 A.P.S. cert. Scott $675 .......................................... (P) $130

52 � 10¢ Green, Type I, #13, three full margins to cut in at left, black cds, VG.
Scott $800 .............................................................................................. (Web) $80

53 � 10¢ Green, Types II and III, #14, 15, used, both nice margins all round,
#14 marginal, #15 blue cancel, generally F-VF. Scott $315 ........................ (P) $100
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1857-61 Perforate 15½ Issue
54 � 1¢ Blue, Type I, #18, black grid with short perf at right, VG; 2018 P.S.E. cert.

Scott $500 .............................................................................................. (Web) $50
55 � 1¢ Blue, Type Ia Misperfed on Piece, #19, “carrier cancel, with vertical

misperforation”, Fine; 1997 P.F. cert. Scott $9,000 ..................................... (P) $500
56 � 1¢ Blue, Types Ic & IIIa, Strip of 3, #19b, 22, cds, with reinforcement

at 1st and 2nd stamp, otherwise F-VF. Scott $3,750 ..................................... (P) $800
57 � 1¢ Blue, Type V on Cover, #24, vertical strip of three, unusual shade

variation with bottom stamp more heavily inked than top, tied by “Concord
Mass. Dec. 21" circular date stamps on orange-buff cover to Northampton
Mass, fresh and VF, ex Gilbart . Scott $140+ .......................................... (Web) $150

58 � 3¢ Rose, Type I, #25, pos. 87R7, blue cds, choice VF; 2011 P.F. cert. Scott
$182 ............................................................................................................ (P) $100

59 � 3¢ Rose, Type I, Pair, #25, NY cancel, pos. 31-32L4, “hinge reinforced
perfs”, fresh, F-VF; 2011 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $400 ..................................... (P) $120

60 � 3¢ Rose, Type I, Strip of 3, #25, used, pos. 93-95L7, “small thin left
stamp”, fresh, Fine overall; 2011 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $575 ..................... (Web) $100

61 � 3¢ Brownish Carmine, Type II, #25A, cds, pos. 27RL5, cds, deep shade,
F-VF; 2011 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $850 ......................................................... (P) $300

62 � 3¢ Rose, Type II, #25A, pos. #22RL5, light cds, “horiz. crease”, nicely
centered, handsome VF appearance; 2011 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $850 ........... (P) $180

63 � 5¢ Brick Red, Type I, #27, partial circular NY cancel, F-VF. Scott $1,450
..................................................................................................................... (P) $280

64 � 5¢ Brick Red, Type I, #27, ms. along with cds, small faults, otherwise Fine;
2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $850 ......................................................................... (P) $100

65 � 5¢ Orange Brown, Type II, #30, used, reperfed, VF appearance. Scott
$1,300 ......................................................................................................... (P) $200

66 � 10¢ Green, Type I, #31, cds, Fine; 2006 P.F. cert. Scott $1,100 .............. (P) $300
67 � 10¢ Green, Type I, #31, used, a decent example, F-VF. Scott $1,100 ...... (P) $150
68 � 10¢ Green, Type I on Cover, #31, tied by well-struck Segmented 5-Point

Star fancy cancel, “Downieville Cal. Jun. 16, 1859" circular datestamp on buff
cover to Boston, a desirable cancel on one of the better 10¢ 1851-57 types, short
perf and tiny perf hole tear at top, VF appearance, ex Gilbart . Skinner-Eno
#ST-D-42. Scott $1,300 ............................................................................. (P) $300

69 � 10¢ Green, Type III, #33, cds, nice well centered, should grade well, VF;
1988 P.F. cert. Scott $200 ............................................................................ (P) $100

70 � 10¢ Green, Type IV, #34, red cancel, red cancel, pos. 3R1, small tear at top
and pulled corner perf at bottom left, otherwise Fine; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott
$2,275 ......................................................................................................... (P) $250

71 � 90¢ Blue, #39, red grid cancel, “three tiny thins, the upper left corner added and
reperfed at the right”, most used have fault issues.; 2007 P.S.E. cert. Scott
$10,000, very rare genuine ............................................................................. (P) $1,000

1861-1862 Issue
72 E 1¢ Bowlsby Coupon Essay, in Blue, Horizontal Right Margin Pair,

#63-E13f, n.h. (typical mottled gum), VF. Scott $350 ......................... (Web) $100
73 � 3¢ Pink on Piece, #64, complete blue Baltimore cds, s.e. at left, Fine; 2016

P.S.E. cert. Scott $615+ ............................................................................. (P) $120
74 � 10¢ Yellow Green, #68, two singles, one with margins and a natural s.e. at left,

bold strike of large “S” fancy cancel, pen mark in bottom margin, thin spot and
tiny edge tear at left, the other with bold strike of “U.S.” in circle fancy cancel,
also part of town datestamp, notation on back does not show through, VF strike,
ex Gilbart . Scott $110 .............................................................................. (Web) $150
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75 � 10¢ Yellow Green on Cover, #68, target cancel, matching “Bennington Vt.
Aug. 20 ‘67" double-circle datestamp on small cover to Cuba, missent to
Sacramento Cal., forwarded from Sacramento with Sep. 9 double-circle
datestamp and straightline ”Missent", blue “NA 1" oval struck in Cuba,
indistinct arrival backstamp, a well-traveled and unusual cover, no explanation
on how this ended up in Sacramento, stamp with tear and missing perfs at lower
left, Fine appearance, ex Gilbart . Scott $75 .............................................. (Web) $150

76 � 10¢ Yellow Green and 1¢ Blue on Cover, #68; 63, two, s.e. at left of left
stamp, used with 1¢ blue, s.e. at left, tied by circle of wedges, red “New York
Paid 18 Jan. ?” credit datestamp on Jan. 1866 folded letter to Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland, red boxed “PD” and French transit both struck on top of New
York datestamp, transit and receiving backstamps, letter is missing top half and
part of the bottom but the backflap with markings is intact, Fine and colorful
cover, ex Gilbart . Scott $125+ ..................................................................... (P) $200

77 � 10¢ Green and 12¢ Black on Cover, #68, 69, affixed overlapping 12¢,
both tied by cork cancels, “New Orleans La. Jun. 15" circular datestamp on 1866 
folded letter to Genoa, Italy, red ”New York Paid 12 Jun. 23" credit datestamp,
red French transit datestamp and boxed “PD” handstamp, Aug. 6 receiving
backstamp, 1¢ overpayment of 21c French Mail rate, 10¢ slight crease from file
fold, VF, ex Gilbart . Scott $140+ ................................................................. (P) $250

78 � 24¢ Steel Blue, #70b, red grid cancel, sealed tear at top, otherwise Fine; 2018
P.S.E. cert. Scott $850 ................................................................................. (P) $70

79 � 3¢ Rose and 30¢ Orange on Cover, #71, 65, each tied by quartered cork
cancel, part strike of New York credit datestamp on bright orange cover to
Morges, Switzerland, red “12" credit handstamp, blue boxed ”Aachen Franco"
datestamp also ties 3¢, transit and receiving backstamps, carried by Prussian
Closed Mail, both stamps with minor edge flaws, small cover tear at top,
otherwise Fine, ex Gilbart . Scott $380+ ................................................. (Web) $150

80 � 1866, 15¢ Black on Cover, #77, tied by bold segmented cork cancels and by
part of San Francisco circular datestamp, second full strike at right dated Dec. 27 
(1869), red “New York Jan. 4" circular datestamp on folded cover to Lyon,
France, blue French transit and ”8" decimes due marking, San Francisco and
Lyon backstamps, an interesting cover, VF, sent under U.S.-French treaty for the
fully pre-paid rate of 15¢, treaty expired on Dec. 31, 1869 so cover was treated as
unpaid in France . Scott $200 ......................................................................... (P) $250

1867 Grilled Issue
81 � 3¢ Rose, A. Grill, #79, used, normal perf faults, VG-Fine; 2018 P.S.E. cert.

Scott $1,400 ................................................................................................. (P) $200
82 � 3¢ Rose, C. Grill, #83, black cork cancel, Fine; 2007 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,100 

..................................................................................................................... (P) $150
83 � 2¢ Black, D. Grill, #84, partial cds cancel, distinctive, strong grill impression,

few shorter perfs, VG-Fine. Scott $4,250 ..................................................... (P) $500
84 � 3¢ Rose, D. Grill, #85, used, couple of short perfs, Fine; 2004 P.S.E. cert.

Scott $1,000 ................................................................................................. (P) $250
85 � 3¢ Rose, D. Grill, #85, target cancel, faint horizontal crease, otherwise Fine;

1987 P.F. cert. Scott $1,000 ......................................................................... (P) $150
86 � 2¢ Black, Z. Grill on Piece, #85B, blue cancel, VG-Fine; 1999 P.F. cert.

Scott $1,250 ................................................................................................. (P) $150
87 � 2¢ Black, Z. Grill, #85B, red cancel, corner crease bottom left, Fine and

attractive; 2016 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,400 ..................................................... (P) $150
88 � 2¢ Black, Z. Grill, #85B, used, small corner crease upper left, small grill thin,

VG; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,100 ......................................................... (Web) $100
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89 � 2¢ Black, Z. Grill, #85B, used, small horizontal crease at left, Fine appearing;
2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,100 ...................................................................... (P) $100

90 � 12¢ Intense Black, Z. Grill, #85E, used, small thins and light diagonal
crease, VG; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $2,400 ................................................... (P) $200

91 � 12¢ Black, E. Grill, #90, light cancel, nice example, VF; 1989 P.F. cert. Scott
$400 ............................................................................................................ (P) $200

92 � 15¢ Black, E. Grill, #91, used, nicely centered example, F-VF; 1989 P.F.
cert. Scott $625 ............................................................................................ (P) $200

93 � 90¢ Blue, F. Grill, #101, light cancel, “light perf toning at top left and light
pink stains”, F-VF; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $2,250 ...................................... (P) $450

94 (�) 1875, 1¢ Blue, Re-Issue, #102, unused, Fine; 1977 P.F. cert. Scott $330 
..................................................................................................................... (P) $100

1869 Pictorial Issue
95 � 1¢ to 15¢, #112-119, used, #112 (crease), 115 (thin), 118 (repaired lower

right corner), 119 (small thin), Avg. Scott $1,640 .................................... (Web) $100
96 � 3¢ Ultramarine, #114 var., bar cancel, substantial perforation shift with full

plate 8 capture, a striking and unusual shift, rough perfs at right, Fine, very rare 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $100

97 � 6¢ Ultramarine, #115, used, very nice centering, VF. Scott $225 ............... (P) $100
98 � 10¢ Yellow, #116, full o.g. (h.r.), excellent color, sound, mostly Fine. Scott

$1,850 ......................................................................................................... (P) $300
99 � 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type I, #118, light cancel, “cleaned”, Grade 80

otherwise VF; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $800 .................................................. (P) $300
100 � 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type I, #118, lighter, unobtrusive bar cancel, unusual

vignette shift to the right and down, a striking shift, VF. Scott $800 .............. (P) $200
101 � 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type I, #118, lighter cancel, unusual vignette shift

down, a striking shift, VF. Scott $800 ........................................................... (P) $200
102 � 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type II, #119, black and partial red cancel, a lovely

example, VF-XF graded 85; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott Stamp Values $285 ...... (P) $200
103 � 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type II, #119, indistinct cancels, two examples and a

vertical pair showing different vignette shift varieties, Fine or better. Scott $920 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $200

104 � 90¢ Carmine & Black, #122, indistinct cancel, “extraneous red ink mark at
bottom”, strong colors, “repaired tear and filled thin at top, a corner perforation
fault at top right”, F-VF appearance; 2015 P.F. cert. Scott $1,700 ............... (P) $350

105 � 1875 Re-Issue 10¢ Yellow, #127, dist. o.g. (h.r.), nice centering, VF. Scott
$1,650, 1947 issued ....................................................................................... (P) $500

1870-1871 National Bank Note With Grill
106 (�)��3¢ Green, H. Grill, Block of 4, #136, unused, attractive block, reperfed

along right, lovely VF appearance; 2001 P.S.E. cert. Scott $760 .............. (Web) $100
107 � 15¢ Orange, H. Grill, #141, o.g., “perforation flaws along the top edge and

reperfed at left”, fresh, VG-Fine; 2017 Crowe cert. Scott $7,500 .................. (P) $600
108 (�) 15¢ Orange, H. Grill, #141, unused, tiny tone speck on neck, otherwise Fine. 

Scott $2,500 ................................................................................................. (P) $300
109 � 15¢ Orange, H. Grill, #141, black cork cancel, Fine; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott

$1,500 ......................................................................................................... (P) $100
110 � 30¢ Black, H. Grill, #143, red cancel, “upper right corner crease, pulled perf

at top right”, otherwise Fine; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $3,875 ......................... (P) $300
111 � 2¢ Red Brown, I. Grill, #135A, o.g., nice color, Fine. Scott $2,750 ......... (P) $500
112 � 6¢ Carmine, I. Grill, #137A, black cancel, “tiny tear and crease at upper left”, 

VG; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $950 ................................................................. (P) $100
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113 � 7¢ Vermilion, I. Grill, #138A, blue cork cancel, short perf at bottom and tone
spots, F-VF. Scott $1,050 ............................................................................ (P) $100

114 � 7¢ Vermilion, I. Grill, #138A, used, thin, reperfed at top, F-VF appearance;
2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $850 ................................................................... (Web) $80

115 E 1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson Essay, in Gray, #146-E7a, ungummed, very
tight margined example, Fine. Brazer #115aE-Fd. Scott $1,000 ................. (P) $150

116 (�) 1870, 24¢ Purple, #153, unused, “faint horizontal crease”, fresh for this;
2016 P.S.E. cert. Scott $625 ......................................................................... (P) $120

117 � 1870, 30¢ Black, #154, “dist. o.g.”, centered bottom right, sound, VG-Fine;
2016 P.S.E. cert. Scott $7,000 ...................................................................... (P) $1,000

118 (�) 1870, 90¢ Carmine, #155, unused, centered right, sound and fresh,
VG-Fine; 2016 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,900 ..................................................... (P) $200

1873 Continental Bank Note Issue
119 (�) 10¢ Brown, #161, unused, sharp impression, fresh, fine or better. Scott $250 

..................................................................................................................... (P) $80
120 (�) 12¢ Blackish Violet, #162, regummed, well centered, very fine or better. Scott

$800 ............................................................................................................ (P) $150
121 P 24¢ Violet, 90¢ Carmine, Small Die Proofs, #164P2, 166P2, reduced,

strong, deep impressions, VF-XF. Scott $350 ........................................ (Web) $100
122 � 90¢ Rose Carmine, #166, cork cancel, lovely centering, Grade 80 VF; 2018

P.S.E. cert. Scott $300 ................................................................................. (P) $100
123 � 90¢ Rose Carmine, #166, neatly canceled, “tiny thin spot”, excellent

centering, otherwise XF; 2016 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $300 ............................. (P) $80
124 � 1875, 2¢ Vermilion, Grilled, #178c, o.g., Fine; 1997 P.F. cert. Scott $900 

..................................................................................................................... (P) $150
125 ��� 1879, 5¢ Blue, Block of 4, #185, o.g., appears n.h., slight diagonal gum

bend on one stamp, rich color, small tone spots on gum, VF. Scott $1,900 ..... (P) $250
126 � 1879, 90¢ Carmine, #191, used, well centered and sound copy, a VF usage;

1995 P.F. cert. Scott $350 ............................................................................ (P) $100
127 �

� 1882, 6¢ Rose, Re-Engraved, #208, n.h., slight natural gum loss spot,
otherwise Fine. Scott $2,350 ........................................................................ (P) $475

128 ��� 1882, 6¢ Deep Brown Red, Re-Engraved, Block of 4, #208a, very l.h., 
deep rich color, F-VF. Scott $2,200 ............................................................. (P) $400

129 (�) 1888, 90¢ Purple, #218, regummed, nice centering, VF. Scott $275 ........ (P) $100

1893 Columbian Issue
130 ��� 2¢ Brown Violet, Plate Block of 8, #231, o.g. (2), n.h. (6), o.g., separated

into 2 blocks of 4, bottom #26, left block slight toning, needs help, Fine. Scott
$211 for singles ....................................................................................... (Web) $80

131 �
� 4¢ Ultramarine, #233, n.h., jumbo example, choice VF Grade 75J; 2018

P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $140+ ......................................................................... (P) $100
132 �

��� 4¢ Ultramarine, Plate Block of 8, #233, n.h., bottom pl. #20 with bright
color and intact perfs, F-VF. Scott $3,250 .................................................... (P) $650

133 �
��� 4¢ Ultramarine, Plate Block of 8, #233, n.h., bottom pl. #19 with couple

minor gum creases, Fine. Scott $3,250 ......................................................... (P) $450
134 �

��� 5¢ Chocolate, Plate Block of 8, #234, n.h., bottom pl. #8, intact perfs,
F-VF. Scott $4,500 ...................................................................................... (P) $1,500

135 �
��� 6¢ Purple, Plate Block of 8, #235, n.h., bottom pl. #104, small gum loss on 

one bottom stamp, fresh, VF. Scott $3,250 ................................................... (P) $1,000
136 ��� 6¢ Purple, Plate Block of 8, #235, o.g., two left o.g., balance n.h., bottom

pl. #104, F-VF. Scott $1,800 ...................................................................... (P) $350
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137 �
��� 8¢ Magenta, Block of 6, #236, n.h., marginal with part imprint, centered

bottom, excellent color, just Fine. Scott $840+ ....................................... (Web) $100
138 �

� 50¢ Slate Blue, #240, n.h., “very minor gum dist.”, F-VF; 2016 P.S.E. cert.
Scott $1,250 ................................................................................................. (P) $300

139 � 50¢ Slate Blue, #240, o.g., VF; photocopy of 1989 P.F. cert. for block. Scott
$425 ............................................................................................................ (P) $100

140 � $1 Salmon, #241, dist. o.g., soaked perfs, tiny ink mark at left, otherwise VF.
Scott $1,100 ................................................................................................. (P) $250

141 � $1 Salmon, #241, dist. o.g., centered bottom, fresh, just Fine. Scott $1,100  (P) $200
142 (�) $1 Salmon, #241, unused, shorter and missed perfs at top, otherwise F-VF.

Scott $500 .................................................................................................... (P) $150
143 � $1 Salmon, #241, duplex cancel, Fine. Scott $525 ...................................... (P) $150
144 (�) $2 Brown Red, #242, regummed, fresh color and well centered, very fine or

better. Scott $550 ......................................................................................... (P) $250
145 � $2 Brown Red, #242, partial cds, shorter perf at bottom, F-VF. Scott $525 

..................................................................................................................... (P) $200
146 � $2 Brown Red, #242, light cancel, small crease, VF appearance. Scott $525 

..................................................................................................................... (P) $150
147 � $3 Yellow Green, #243, o.g., diagonal crease, otherwise VF. Scott $1,500  (P) $350
148 � $3 Yellow Green, #243, light cancel with light crease, VF appearance. Scott

$750 ............................................................................................................ (P) $200
149 (�) $4 Crimson Lake, #244, regummed, shorter perf at top, missed pert at left,

F-VF. Scott $1,000 ...................................................................................... (P) $300
150 � $5 Black, #245, o.g., tiny tone spot on front, otherwise, VF. Scott $2,400 .... (P) $800
151 � $5 Black, #245, black oval cancel, small thin, centered, F-VF appearance. Scott

$1,150 ......................................................................................................... (P) $300

1894 Bureau Issue
152 E 3¢ Red Violet Essay Type II Die Sunk on Card, #253-E1a, reduced,

clean, F-VF. Scott $1,000 ............................................................................ (P) $250
153 P $2 Dark Blue, Plate Proof on Card, #262P4, nice margins all round, VF.

Scott $450 .................................................................................................... (P) $200
154 � $2 Dark Blue, #262, o.g., “faults”, s.e. at right, Fine appearance; 2017 P.S.E.

cert. Scott $2,750 ......................................................................................... (P) $300
155 � $2 Bright Blue, #262, o.g. (h.r.), faint crease on left, just Fine. Scott $2,750 

..................................................................................................................... (P) $250
156 � $2 Bright Blue, #262, used, small crease, reperf at top, thin, Fine appearance;

2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,200 ...................................................................... (P) $100

1895 Watermarked Issue
157 P�� 1¢ Blue, Imperf Proof on Stamp Paper, #264P5, o.g., hinge mark, right

margin block of 4 with imprint, large margins all round, light creases, otherwise
VF-XF; 1983 P.F. cert. Scott $700+ ..................................................... (Web) $150

158 �
� 4¢ Dark Brown, Top Horizontal Pair With Imprint, #269, pristine

n.h., fresh and, VF; 2012 P.S.E. cert. Scott $250+ ................................. (Web) $80
159 � 8¢ Violet Brown, Watermarked USIR, #272a, light cancel, s.e. at right,

tiny corner crease, F-VF; 2014 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $950 ............................. (P) $200
160 � $1 Black, Type I, #276, o.g., intense color, F-VF; 1993 P.F. cert. Scott $600

 .................................................................................................................... (P) $200
161 �

� $2 Bright Blue, #277, n.h., fresh, pl. #84 at top, beautiful copy, VF; 2008
P.S.E. cert. Scott $2,900+ .......................................................................... (P) $1,500

162 � $2 Bright Blue, #277, o.g., great color, F-VF. Scott $900 .......................... (P) $350
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163 � $2 Bright Blue, #277, very well centered with light cancel, VF. Scott $425 . (P) $200
164 �

� 1898, 10¢ Brown, Type I, #282C, n.h., F-VF. Scott $525 .................... (P) $120

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue
165 �

� 1¢ Dark Yellow Green, #285, n.h., 11 copies, 6 with s.e., one with minor
crease, one s.e. with small scrape, Fine overall. Scott $770........................ (Web) $100

166 �
��� 2¢ Copper Red, Plate Block of 10, #286, n.h., bottom #737, separations,

selvage tear, Fine lot. Scott $1,040+ ....................................................... (Web) $200
167 � 2¢, 4¢, and 10¢, Imprint and Plate Number Pairs, #286, 287, 290, o.g.

(h.r.) on 4¢ and 10¢, 2¢ stamps n.h., otherwise F-VF. Scott $665 ............ (Web) $150
168 �

� 10¢ Gray Violet, #290, n.h., F-VF. Scott $380 ......................................... (P) $140
169 � 50¢ Sage Green, #291, o.g. (h.r.), VF. Scott $550 .................................... (P) $200
170 � 50¢, Imprint and Pl. #603, #291, o.g. (h.r.), trimmed selvage, F-VF. Scott

$1,650 ......................................................................................................... (P) $300
171 � $1 Black, #292, o.g., F-VF. Scott $1,400 .................................................... (P) $700
172 � $1 Black, #292, used, small thin, otherwise F-VF. Scott $700 ..................... (P) $150
173 (�) $2 Orange Brown, #293, regummed, reperfed, otherwise F-VF. Scott $825

..................................................................................................................... (P) $200
174 �

��� 1901 Pan-American, 1¢, Plate Block of 8, #294, n.h., large top pl.
#1149, hinged side selvage only, few gum spots, vert. perf seps., rich color. Scott
$555+ .................................................................................................... (Web) $140

175 �
�� 1901, Pan-American Issue Varieties, #294, 295, 297, o.g. to n.h., selection 

of vignette shift varieties #294 (5, 1 is used), 295 (4) and 297 (4, 2 are used), an
interesting and unusual group, generally F-VF. Scott $280 .................... (Web) $80

176 �
� 1901, Pan-American 2¢ Carmine & Black, #295 var., n.h., corner margin

single, “fast train” variety with inverted “2¢” in red and black in the margin, a
lovely and unusual example, VF ................................................................... (P) $80

177 �
� 1901, Pan-American 10¢ Yellow Brown & Black, #299, n.h., margin

single with part imprint, nice example, F-VF; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $300 ..... (P) $100
178 �

� 1903, 3¢ Bright Violet, #302, n.h., VF-XF; 1998 P.S.E. cert. bottom stamp. 
Scott $130 .................................................................................................... (P) $100

179 � 1908, 5¢ Blue, Imperf Pair, #315, o.g., bright color, VF-XF. Scott $625  (P) $400
180 �

� 1904, 3¢ Violet, #325, n.h., very fresh, small perf disc indentation at top left
not mentioned in cert., F-VF; 2001 P.S.E. cert. Scott $170 .......................... (P) $100

181 ��� 1907, 5¢ Jamestown, Block of 6, #330, left lower l.h., rest n.h., few perf
separations with pl. #3554, reinforced in margin, F-VF. Scott $1,625 ......... (P) $300

182 � 1909, 50¢ Violet, #341, o.g., centered, VF-XF. Scott $275 ...................... (P) $100
183 � 1909, $1 Violet Brown, #342, o.g., bright color and very well centered, large

copy, VF. Scott $475 .................................................................................... (P) $200
184 �

� 1908, 1¢ Green, Vertical Coil, Line Pair, #348, n.h., F-VF; 2017 P.S.A.G. 
cert. Scott $650 ............................................................................................ (P) $200

185 � 1909, 5¢ Blue, Vertical Coil, #351, used pl. #4029 “paste-up coil single
with pulled corner perf at top left”, VF appearance ....................................... (P) $150

186 � 1909, 5¢ Blue, Vertical Coil, Line Pair, #351, light cancel, intense color,
Fine; 1992 P.F. cert. Scott $3,000, seldom seen postally used pair ..................... (P) $1,500

187 � 1909, 1¢ Green, Horizontal Coil, Line Pair, #352, wavy line machine
cancel, a most appealing example, choice VF; 2013 P.F. cert. Scott $1,650 ... (P) $1,000

188 � 1909, 4¢ Orange Brown, Horizontal Coil, Guide Line Strip of 4, #354, 
light duplex cancellations, a sound strip, Fine appearance. Scott $2,825 ....... (P) $1,600

189 � 1909, 5¢ Blue, Horizontal Coil, Paste-Up Pair, #355, light cancel, good 
example of this difficult paste-up pair, separated and hinged attached, otherwise
VF. Scott $975 ............................................................................................. (P) $400
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190 � 1909, 5¢ Blue, Horizontal Coil, Line Pair, #355, faint wavy line cancel,
rarely found in sound condition, Fine. Scott $4,000 ...................................... (P) $1,500

191 �
� 1909, 1¢ Green, 2¢ Carmine Bluish Paper, #357-358, n.h., fresh, just

Fine. Scott $350 ..................................................................................... (Web) $80
192 � 1909, 3¢ Deep Violet, Bluish Paper, #359, reperfed at left, otherwise

F-VF; 1981 P.F. cert. Scott $1,800 .............................................................. (P) $400
193 � 1909, 15¢ Pale Ultramarine, Bluish Paper, #366, o.g., h.r. with light

paper adhesion, Fine; 1997 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,250 ................................... (P) $250
194 �

��� 1909, 2¢ Lincoln, Top Block of 6, Pl. #4983, Imprint and Small Star,
#367, n.h., VF. Scott $275 ................................................................... (Web) $80

195 � 1909, 2¢ Lincoln FDC, #367, very fine copy, cancelled Washington, DC,
Feb 12, 1909 on stamp, also violet Library of Congress Feb 13, 1909 receiver on
front, roughly opened, F-VF. Scott $500 ................................................ (Web) $100

196 �
� 1909, 2¢ Bluish Paper, #369, n.h., fresh, centered, VF; 2009 P.F. cert. Scott

$320 ............................................................................................................ (P) $100
197 ��� 1909, 2¢ Bluish Paper, Plate Block of 6, #369, o.g., large top pl. #4979,

some mount glazing, Fine. Scott $2,750 .................................................. (Web) $300
198 �

��� 1909, 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, Pl. Block of 6, #370, n.h., bottom pl. #5209 and 
imprint, overall VF. Scott $320 ............................................................... (Web) $80

199 (�) 1910, 2¢ Carmine, Vertical Coil, Line Pair, #386, unused, otherwise
F-VF; 1998 A.P.E.X. cert. Scott $1,600 as hinged ...................................... (P) $150

200 � 1911, 3¢ Deep Violet, Horizontal Coil, Line Pair, #394, o.g., F-VF; 1989
P.F. cert. Scott $425 .................................................................................... (P) $100

201 � 1911, 3¢ Deep Violet, Horizontal Coil, Pair (3mm Spacing), #394, 
bold oval cancel, deep, rich color, choice VF one of the finest pairs obtainable.
Scott $220 .................................................................................................... (P) $200

202 �
� 1915, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, Perf 10, Carmine, #402, n.h., very well centered,

VF-XF. Scott $170 ...................................................................................... (P) $100
203 � 1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, Perf 10, Orange, #404, o.g., Fine; 1987 P.F.

cert. Scott $650 ............................................................................................ (P) $200
204 � 1912, 2¢, Vertical Coil, Paste-Up Pair With Plate #6415 Under Tab,

#411 var., o.g. (h.r.), Fine; 2012 P.S.E. cert., plate # unlisted in Durland 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $80

205 �
� 1914, 20¢ Ultramarine, #419, n.h., nice color, great centering, VF; 1999

P.F. cert. Scott $400 .................................................................................... (P) $150
206 �

��� 1914, 30¢ Orange Red, Plate Block of 6, #420, n.h., wide side pl. #6911, 
very well centered, immaculate and VF. Scott $2,400 ................................... (P) $500

207 � 1914, 20¢ Ultramarine, #438, light cancel, beautiful, Grade 100, a Superb
gem; 2017 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott Stamp Values $475 as 98, only one known, no others 
graded higher ................................................................................................. (P) $475

208 �
� 1914, 2¢ Carmine, Horizontal Flat Plate Coil, Line Pair, #444, n.h.,

fresh, F-VF; 2012 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $650 ................................................ (P) $250
209 � 1914, 4¢ Brown, Horizontal Flat Plate Coil, Pair, #446, New Orleans

cds, a wonderful pair, VF-XF; 1988 P.F. cert. Scott $425 ............................ (P) $500
210 � 1915, 2¢ Red, Type I, Vertical Rotary Coil, #449, o.g., repaired bottom

left, Fine appearance. Scott $2,500 ............................................................... (P) $300

1914-1915 Perforate 10 Issue
211 � 2¢, Type I, Horizontal Rotary Coil, Line Pair, #453, o.g., F-VF; 2000

P.F. cert. Scott $675 .................................................................................... (P) $140
212 � 2¢, Type I, Horizontal Rotary Coil, Line Pair, #453, very l.h., F-VF.

Scott $675 .................................................................................................... (P) $250
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213 � 2¢, Type I, Horizontal Rotary Coil, Line Strip of 3, #453, left and center 
example n.h., just Fine; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $815+ ................................ (P) $150

214 � 2¢, Type II, Horizontal Rotary Coil, Line Pair, #454, neat wavy line
cancel, large margin example, VF; 1991 P.F. cert. Scott $600 ...................... (P) $450

215 �
� 2¢, Type II, Horizontal Rotary Coil, Line Strip of 4, #454, n.h., F-VF; 

1991 P.F. cert. Scott $680 ............................................................................ (P) $250
216 �

� 1914, 2¢ Carmine, Imperf Horizontal Coil, Pair, #459, n.h., Grade 80
VF; 2013 P.S.E. cert. Scott $650 ................................................................. (P) $400

217 �
� 1914, 2¢ Carmine, Imperf Horizontal Coil, Pair, #459, n.h., nice margins 

all round, small handstamp on reverse, VF-XF. Scott $650 .......................... (P) $350
218 �

� 1914, 2¢ Carmine, Imperf Horizontal Coil, Line Pair, #459, n.h., nice
margins all round with normal crease between just passing into left stamp,
otherwise VF; 1997 P.F. cert. Scott $875 ..................................................... (P) $400

219 �
��� 1915, 2¢, S.L. Watermark, Perf 11, Block of 4, #461, n.h., with selvage, 

Fine; 1983 P.F. cert. Scott $1,300+ ....................................................... (Web) $150
220 � 1915, 2¢, S.L. Watermark, Perf 11, #461, light, unobtrusive cancel,

Fine; 1999 P.S.E. cert. Scott $375 ............................................................... (P) $100

1916-1917 Perforate 10 Issue
221 � 5¢ Carmine Error, #467, light circular cancel, a lovely example, Fine. Scott

$2,000 ......................................................................................................... (P) $1,300
222 ��� 5¢ Carmine Error, Single in Block of 9, #467, Washington, D.C. double

oval cancel, fresh and choice example, Fine. Scott $2,500 ............................. (P) $2,200
223 �

� 30¢ Orange Red, #476A, n.h., s.e. at left, “Plate 6911, Postion 81", F-VF;
1985 and 2009 P.F. cert. Scott $4,250 scarce n.h. ........................................... (P) $800

224 � $1 Violet Black, #478, very l.h., F-VF. Scott $625 .................................... (P) $200
225 ��� $1 Violet Black, Pl. Block of 6, #478, parcel cancel, bottom pl. #5782 and

imprint, slight small vertical paper wrinkle top right stamp, otherwise F-VF  (P) $400
226 � 1917, $5 Light Green, #480, l.h., intact perfs, choice VF. Scott $170 ...... (P) $100
227 � 1916, 2¢ Carmine, Type II, Horizontal Coil, #491, roller cancel, small

faint creases, Fine; 2006 P.F. cert. Scott $800 .............................................. (P) $150
228 � 1916, 2¢ Carmine, Type II, Horizontal Coil, Pair, #491, used, well

centered, “faults”, XF appearance; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $3,750 ............... (P) $450

1917-1919 Perforate 11 Issue
229 B�

� 1¢, A.E.F. Booklet Pane of 30, #498f, n.h., pos W11, excellent color, Fine. 
Scott $1,700 ................................................................................................. (P) $650

230 � 2¢ Rose, Type I, Imperf Vertically, Horizontal Pair, #499b, part o.g.,
small tone spots not mentioned in cert., Grade 85 VF-XF; 2015 P.S.A.G. cert.
Scott $550 .................................................................................................... (P) $150

231 �
��� 2¢ Deep Rose, Type Ia, #500, n.h., left s.e. margin block of 8, Fine and

fresh. Scott $4,400 ....................................................................................... (P) $500
232 �

��� 2¢ Deep Rose, Type Ia, Block of 15, #500, n.h., perfs touch design, one
with unusual perf disc adhered to stamp and printed, Fine. Scott $8,250 ....... (P) $1,500

233 ��� 50¢ Red Violet, Plate Block of 6, #517, wide side pl. #7042, very l.h., VF. 
Scott $1,600 ................................................................................................. (P) $500

234 �
� 1917, 2¢ Carmine, D.L. Watermark, Perf 11, #519, n.h., s.e. at bottom,

VF. Scott $850 ............................................................................................. (P) $200
235 �

� 1918, $2 Orange Red & Black, #523, n.h., Fine. Scott $1,100 ............. (P) $300
236 �

� 1918, $2 Orange Red & Black, #523, n.h., F-VF. Scott $1,100 ........... (P) $300
237 ��� 1918, 2¢, Offset, Type VI, Plate Block of 6, #528A, large side pl. #11694,

o.g., 2 hinge remnants. Scott $425 ........................................................... (Web) $100
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238 � 1918, 2¢ Carmine, Offset Imperf, Type VII, Right Margin Horizontal
Pair, #534B, Chicago, Ill, Hyde Park Sta., Dec.27,1921 duplex cancel, a
phenomenal pair used within period, XF; 1964 P.F. cert. Scott $4,500 ........ (P) $3,000

239 ��� 1918, 2¢ Carmine, Offset Imperf, Type VII, Block of 4, #534B, double
struck Chicago, ILL cancels, light vertical crease at right, XF; 1976 P.F. cert.
Scott $7,250, rare ......................................................................................... (P) $4,000

240 ��� 1919, 3¢ Victory, Plate Block of 6, #537, l.h., large side pl. #9429, very
well centered, VF. Scott $260 .................................................................. (Web) $80

241 �
� 1921, 1¢ Green, Rotary Coil Waste, Perf 11, #545, n.h., well centered,

“reperfed at right”, VF appearance; 2014 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $400 ............. (P) $100

1922-1925 Regular Issue
242 �

� 6¢ Red Orange, #558, n.h., XF; 2007 P.S.E. cert. graded XF 90. Scott Stamp
Values $125 ................................................................................................. (P) $80

243 �
��� 15¢ Gray, Pl. Block of 6, #566, n.h., small top pl. #19141, F-VF. Scott

$400 ....................................................................................................... (Web) $100
244 ��� 30¢ Olive Brown, Plate Block of 6, #569, l.h., narrow side pl. #17446,

generally F-VF. Scott $325 ..................................................................... (Web) $100
245 ��� $1 Violet Black, Plate Block of 6, #571, l.h., large top pl. #18680 hinged

in margin, some gum skips, otherwise F-VF. Scott $300 ......................... (Web) $100
246 �

� $5 Carmine & Blue With Vignette Shift, Strip of 4, #573, n.h., top margin 
strip, gum skip on 2nd copy, gum crease on 3rd, VF. Scott $720+ ............... (P) $300

247 �
��� 1923, 2¢ Carmine, Rotary Coil Waste, Block of 4, #595, n.h., F-VF.

Scott $1,800+ ............................................................................................. (P) $400
248 �

��� 1923, 2¢ Carmine, Rotary Coil Waste, Block of 4, #595, n.h., Fine.
Scott $1,800 ................................................................................................. (P) $300

249 �
��� 1923, 2¢ Carmine, Rotary Coil Waste, Block of 4, #595, n.h., Fine.

Scott $1,800 ........................................................................................... (Web) $300
250 �

� 1929, 2¢ Carmine, Horizontal Coil, Type II, Line Pair, #599A, n.h.,
Fine or better. Scott $1,150 .......................................................................... (P) $200

251 � 1929, 2¢ Carmine, Horizontal Coil, Types II & I, Line Strip of 4, #599A,
599, used with extra right side #599A and left side #599, some reinforcement,
left stamp torn, F-VF. Scott $1,000+ .......................................................... (P) $200

252 �
��� 1924, 5¢ Huguenot-Walloon, Plate Block of 6, #616, n.h., bottom pl.

#15755, slight offset on reverse, F-VF. Scott $375 ................................. (Web) $100
253 �

��� 1926, White Plains Souvenir Sheet, #630, n.h., very well centered, VF-XF. 
Scott $575 .............................................................................................. (Web) $220

254 �
��� 1926, White Plains Souvenir Sheet, #630, n.h., F-VF. Scott $575 . (Web) $200

255 �
��� 1926, White Plains Souvenir Sheet, #630, n.h., well centered, VF. Scott

$575 ....................................................................................................... (Web) $200
256 �

� 1929, 2¢ Sullivan Expedition, Lake Color Error, #657a, n.h., distinctive 
lake shade, two shallow thin specks at top, F-VF; 2009 Weiss cert. Scott $625
..................................................................................................................... (P) $120

257 �
� 1929, Kansas-Nebraska, 1¢-10¢ Complete, #658-679, n.h., except #658, 

675, 677 l.h., 664 perf fault, Fine or better. Scott $463 ............................. (Web) $100
258 �

��� 1929, 1¢ Kansas Sheet of 100, #658, n.h., better than normal centering for 
this issue, generally F-VF. Scott $565 ............................................................... $150

259 ��� 1929, 8¢ Kansas, Plate Block of 4, #666, l.h., pl. #18191, F-VF. Scott
$700 ............................................................................................................ (P) $150

260 �
��� 1929, 1¢ Nebraska, No Period After “Nebraska”, #669b, n.h., both

positions in 2 complete sheets, 1 sheet one stamp loose, other sheet missing some
selvage, Fine. Scott $1,482+ ............................................................................. $200
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261 �
��� 1929, 1½¢ Nebraska, #670, n.h., 424 copies in multiples incl. 1 pl. block,

F-VF. Scott $2,600 ............................................................................................ $350
262 � 1934, National Parks Complete, Harry L. Peckmore Engravings,

#740-749 var., complete set of engravings with designs and colors similar to
issued stamps, each die-sunk on 5½" x 6" card in frame, worth a look, Fine 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $150

263 � 1938, 10¢ Presidential on $10 Postal Saving Certificate of Deposit,
#815, tied by Jul 26, 1954 cancel for the penalty for early withdrawal, Saving
System cert issued New Haven Con. Jul 7, 1954, folded, scare item, nice exhibit
piece, VF appearance unusual ...................................................................... (P) $200

264 �
� 1954, $1 Presidential, Bright Magenta & Black, #832g, n.h., pl. #25025

and 25027, F-VF; 2017 P.F. cert. Scott $400 ......................................... (Web) $100
265 � 1938, $1-$5 Presidential 3 Different FD Cachets, #832-834, 3 each of 

Crosby, Farnam and Linprint cachets addressed, Fine ..................................... $150
266 � 1942, 3¢ Win the War, Purple Color Error Precancel, Fremont Ohio,

#905b, VF; 2014 P.S.A.G. cert. for block. Scott $500 ............................... (P) $200
267 � 1942, 3¢ Win the War, Purple Color Error Precancel, Fremont Ohio,

#905b, VF; 2013 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $500 .............................................. (P) $200
268 � 1956, 3¢ Statue of Liberty Coil, Imperf, Pair, #1057b, l.h., large margins 

to touching, Fine. Scott $1,250, 30 pairs reported to exist in Datz ..................... (P) $250
269 �

� 1966, 4¢ Lincoln Coil, Imperf, Pair, #1303b, n.h., F-VF; 1986 P.F. cert. 
Scott $600 .................................................................................................... (P) $120

270 �
��� 1968, 6¢ Flag Over White House, Imperf Between, Block of 4, #1338k, n.h.,

imperf horiz., XF; 1989 P.F. cert. Scott $500, less than 50 pairs reported to exist in
Datz ....................................................................................................... (Web) $100

271 � 1971, 8¢ Flag Over White House, Slate Green Omitted, #1338Fp, with 
normal for comparison, VF; photocopy of 1991 P.F. cert. from full pane. Scott
$300 ............................................................................................................ (P) $80

272 �
� 1968, 6¢ Disney, Ocher Omitted, #1355a, n.h., VF. Scott $400, 400-500

reported to exist in Datz .................................................................................. (P) $80
273 �

� 1968, 6¢ Waterfowl Conservation, Red & Dark Blue Omitted, #1362b, n.h.,
VF-XF; 2000 P.F. cert. Scott $350, only 50 issued ......................................... (P) $100

274 �
� 1973, 8¢ Rural America, Green & Red Brown Omitted, #1504a, n.h.,

with normal for comparison, Grade 90 XF; 2015 P.S.E. cert. Scott $600 +, only
100 issued ..................................................................................................... (P) $120

275 �
� 1976, 13¢ Spirit of ‘76, Imperf, Vertical Pair, #1631c, n.h., XF; 1990

and 2015 P.F. cert. Scott $500 ..................................................................... (P) $100
276 �

� 1984, 20¢ Christmas, Imperf Vertically, Horizontal Pair, #2108a, n.h., 
perfs cut, Fine. Scott $750, only 25 pairs issued ............................................... (P) $150

277 �
� 1987, 22¢ C.P.A., Black (Engraved) Omitted, #2361a, n.h., marginal,

VF-XF; 2011 P.F. cert. Scott $425, only 300-400 issued ............................... (P) $100
278 �

��� 1988, 25¢ Antarctic Explorers, Black Omitted, Se-Tenant Block of 4,
#2389b, n.h. Scott $750, only 2 panes issued ................................................ (P) $250

279 �
� 1991, 19¢ Fawn, Red Omitted, #2479b, n.h., marginal, yellow and black

mis-registered, VF-XF; 2007 P.S.E. cert. Scott $425 .................................. (P) $100
280 �

� 1994, 29¢ Legends of the West, Recalled, #2870, n.h., 5 in folders. Scott 
$950 ................................................................................................................... $350

281 �
� 1996, 32¢ Christmas Omitted Black (Engr.), #3107a, n.h., XF; 2012

P.S.E. cert. Scott $600 ................................................................................. (P) $120

AIRPOST
282 �� 1918, 6¢, #C1, l.h., top pl. block of 6, pl. #9155, Fine. Scott $700 .............. (P) $150
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283 �� 1918, 16¢ Green on First Flight, #C2, fine copy, tied by JUL 15
Washington, DC cancel on oversized Aero Club of America cover, vert. fold at
left, Fine. Scott $800 ............................................................................... (Web) $150

284 ��
� 1918, 16¢ and 24¢, #C2, C3, n.h., blocks of 8, F-VF. Scott $2,000 .. (Web) $500

285 �� 1923, 16¢ on FDC, #C5, fine, cover with tone strips on face showing from
reverse, Fine. Scott $600 ......................................................................... (Web) $150

286 �� 1928, 10¢ Lindbergh Pane on FDC, #C10a, tied by May 26, 1928
Washington D.C. cancel to Texas, transit and receiving cancels on reverse, VF.
Scott $875 .............................................................................................. (Web) $250

287 �� 1928, 10¢ Lindbergh Pane on FDC, #C10a, along with 2¢ Valley Forge,
tied by Cleveland Midwestern Philatelic May 26, 1928 to Boston Mass., transit
and receiving cancels on reverse, Fine. Scott $800 ........................................ (P) $250

288 ��
� 1930, 5¢ Winged Globe, #C12, n.h., plate block of 6, large side pl. #19942,

excellent centering, XF. Scott $180 ........................................................ (Web) $80

1930 Graf Zeppelin Issue
289 �� Set Complete on Covers, #C13-C15, on three separate Zeppelin covers,

#C13 (very fine) on postal card with May 22 1930 cancel, C14 (very fine) on
cover dated May 30 1930, and C15 (fine-very fine) with Apr 24 1939 cancel, a
nice set, F-VF. Scott $1,110 ......................................................................... (P) $500

290 �� 65¢ on Roessler Cover, #C13, fine to very fine tied along with other
adhesives by Apr 30 1930 Newark N.J. cancel on Europe-Pan America round
flight cacheted cover, F-VF. Scott $160 ++ .......................................... (Web) $150

291 �� 65¢ on Zeppelin Cover, #C13, fine to very fine, tied by May 29 1930
Washington DC cancel, on Europe-Pan America round flight, small amount of
toning on card. Scott $160 ....................................................................... (Web) $120

292 �� 65¢ Pair on Roessler Cover, #C13, very fine tied by June 1 1930 Lakehurst
N.J. cancel on Europe-Pan America round flight cacheted cover. Scott $320
++ ........................................................................................................ (Web) $200

293 �� 65¢ Pair on Zeppelin Flight, #C13, very fine pair, tied by June 2 cds on
oversized 2¢ stationery env. on South America flight to Germany, immaculate
and VF. Scott $320+ .............................................................................. (Web) $120

294 �� $1.30 on FDC, #C14, fine to very fine tied by April 19 1930 Washington DC
cancel, South American flight on postcard. Scott $900 .................................. (P) $300

295 �� $1.30 on Zeppelin Flight, #C14, very fine, tied by June 2 cds on similar
oversized 2¢ stationery env. on South America flight to Germany, immaculate
and VF. Scott $310+ .............................................................................. (Web) $140

296 �� $1.30 on South America Flight Card, #C14, tied on 1¢ postal card with
Varick Sta. April 29, 1930 machine cancel, green Lakehurst receiving mark,
Fine. Scott $375 ..................................................................................... (Web) $100

297 �� $1.30 on Roessler Cover, #C14, (2) fine to very fine, tied by May 30 1930
Airmail Field Newark N.J. cancel on Europe-Pan America round flight
cacheted cover, F-VF. Scott $750 ++ ......................................................... (P) $250

298 ��
� $2.60 Blue, #C15, n.h., Grade 80 VF; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $925 ........... (P) $375

299 ��
� $2.60 Blue, #C15, n.h., Grade 75 F-VF; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $925 ....... (P) $260

300 ��
� $2.60 Blue, #C15, n.h., deep color, Grade 75 F-VF; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott

$925 ............................................................................................................ (P) $260
301 ��

� $2.60 Blue, #C15, n.h., Grade 70, fresh and Fine; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $925 
..................................................................................................................... (P) $200

302 ��
� $2.60 Blue, #C15, n.h., Grade 70 Fine; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $925 ......... (P) $200

303 ��
� $2.60 Blue, #C15, n.h., Grade 70 Fine; 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $925 ......... (P) $200

304 ��
� 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, #C18, n.h., block of 4, bottom, gum

wrinkles, bends, and light gum crease, F-VF. Scott $360+ ..................... (Web) $130
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305 �� 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, #C18, o.g. (7), n.h. (2), F-VF. Scott $465 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $250

306 �� 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelins on 4 Covers, #C18, consisting of 3
examples on Oct. 2 FD (one copy with tear), and 3 single usages with 2 covers
with adhesive slight perf soiling, Fine overall ........................................... (Web) $200

307 �� 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelins on 4 Covers, #C18, used on 4 flights (2
PPCs and 2 covers), one with minor staining, Fine. Scott $320........................ $100

308 �� 1938, 6¢ Eagle, Imperf Horizontally, #C23a, o.g., hinged three times,
vertical centerline block of 4, F-VF. Scott $1,000 ......................................... (P) $400

309 ��
� 1958, 7¢ Blue Coil Partial Small Hole Roll, #C52 var., n.h., estimate at 

least 10 line pairs (cat. $240 each) and over 150 total copies, F-VF .................. $200
310 ��

� 1989, 45¢ U.P.U. Congress, Light Blue (Engraved) Omitted, #C125b, 
n.h., se-tenant block of 4, XF. Scott $550, only 20-30 blocks issued ............. (Web) $110

Trans-Oceanic Flights
See Lots 473, 487, 493-496
311 �� 1935 First Flight Over Wake Island, AAMC #1228, with black cachet

and USS Nitro March 8, 1935, en route to Pearl Harbor cancel, addressed to the 
Pilot, J.G. Johnson, Fine, 500 covers carried .................................................. (P) $150

312 �� 1935 First Flight Over Wake Island, AAMC #1228, first flight from
Manila to Wake to Hawaii from the USS Nitro Feb 26, 1935, with receiver
Fleet Air Base Honolulu, Mar 15, 1935, Pilot J.G. Johnson, F-VF, 500 covers
carried ..................................................................................................... (Web) $150

313 �� 1939 Experimental Pan American Survey Flight, AAMC #1329, to Canton 
Island, cancelled on return Sep 5, 1939, Honolulu, HI, cachet is Pan-American
sponsored, small tear on right not affecting the stamp, VG-Fine, scarce cover . (P) $150

314 �
� Special Delivery: 1885, 10¢ Blue, #E1, n.h., small gum dist. at upper right

and reperfed at right, Fine; 2016 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,250 ........................... (P) $200
315 (�) Special Delivery: 1885, 10¢ Blue, #E1, regummed, Fine. Scott $550 .. (P) $70
316 �

��� Special Delivery: 1908, 10¢, Block of 4, #E7, n.h., pl. #4916 and part
imprint, F-VF. Scott $560 for singles ...................................................... (Web) $100

317 ��� Registry: 1911, 10¢, Plate Block of 6, #F1, l.h., reduced top pl. #5723,
gum skips affecting two stamps, otherwise F-VF. Scott $1,800 .................... (P) $350

Postage Dues
318 � 1879, 10¢ Brown, #J5, o.g. (h.r.), “tiny thin”, otherwise Fine; 2011 P.S.E.

cert. Scott $900 ............................................................................................ (P) $150
319 � 1894, 1¢ Vermilion, #J29, large part o.g., “small thin spot at left, hinge thin

and natural paper inclusion”, handsome VF appearance; 2016 P.S.E. cert. Scott
$2,250 ......................................................................................................... (P) $300

320 � 1894, 2¢ Vermilion, #J30, o.g. (h.r.), centered bottom, fresh, Fine. Scott
$775 ............................................................................................................ (P) $150

321 ��� 1895, 5¢ Deep Claret, Block of 6, #J41, l.h., plate # and imprint, deep,
rich color, light diagonal crease top left, Fine and attractive. Scott $1,000  (Web) $150

322 �
� 1895, 5¢, 10¢ Deep Claret, #J41-42, n.h., excellent colors, Fine. Scott

$560 ....................................................................................................... (Web) $120
323 �

��� 1895, 10¢ Deep Claret, Block of 4, #J42, n.h., two with bends, fresh,
Fine. Scott $1,120 .................................................................................. (Web) $200

324 �
��� 1895, 10¢ Deep Claret, Block of 4, #J42, n.h., top right small crease, top

left small gum mark, rich color, Fine. Scott $475 ..................................... (Web) $80
325 �

��� 1914, 1¢, Block of 15, #J52, n.h., Fine. Scott $3,300 ........................ (Web) $400
326 ��� 1917, 1¢ Carmine Rose, #J61, n.h., precancelled San Francisco sheet of 100

with pl. #13845, F-VF ........................................................................... (Web) $150
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327 ��� 1930, 5¢ Carmine, #J73, no gum, complete precancelled Paradise, PA sheet
of 100 with one pl. #20209, perf seps. and missing left selvage, F-VF ..... (Web) $100

Offices in China
328 ��� 16¢ on 8¢, Plate Block of 6, #K8, l.h., large side #7734, fresh, F-VF. Scott 

$625 ............................................................................................................ (P) $200
329 ��� 30¢ on 15¢, Plate Block of 6, #K12, o.g. (h.r.), large side #7928, Fine.

Scott $1,250 ................................................................................................. (P) $200
330 � $1 on 50¢ Light Violet, #K15, used, small thin at top, Fine; 2016 P.S.A.G.

cert. Scott $1,000 ......................................................................................... (P) $150
331 � $2 on $1 Violet Brown, #K16, o.g., deep color, Fine. Scott $425 ....... (Web) $100
332 � $2 on $1 Violet Brown, #K16, l.h., F-VF. Scott $425 ............................. (P) $100

Officials
333 S Agriculture Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 2¢, Overprinted “Sepcimen”

(Error), #O2SDa, ungummed, small tear at top left, otherwise Fine; 1988
P.F. cert. Scott $3,000 ................................................................................. (P) $400

334 �
��� Agriculture Dept., 1873, 3¢ Yellow, Block of 4, #O3, n.h., “top left with 

small gum dist. and bottom stamps each with short perf at bottom”, Fine; 2016
P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,900 .............................................................................. (P) $250

335 ��� Navy Dept., 1873, 10¢ Ultramarine, Left Margin Block of 4, #O40, 
o.g., Fine appearance. Scott $1,000 .............................................................. (P) $200

336 (�) State Dept., 1873, $2 Green & Black, #O68, unused, nice color, Fine.
Scott $800 .................................................................................................... (P) $300

337 � State Dept., 1873, $2 Green & Black, #O68, blue cancel and reperfed at
top and left, VF appearance; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $3,000, most were used on
heavy parcels or overseas and were damaged ...................................................... (P) $500

338 � State Dept., 1873, $5 Green & Black, #O69, o.g., fresh, nibbled perf at
left, Fine; 2018 P.S.E. cert. Scott $7,500 ...................................................... (P) $1,500

339 ��� Treasury Dept., 1873, 12¢ Brown, Block of 4, #O78, dist o.g. with some
gum tone spots, punched perf, excellent centering, F-VF. Scott $1,400 ........ (P) $300

Newspaper Issues
340 (�) 1865, 5¢ Dark Blue, #PR4a, ungummed, tiny tear at top, nearly VF

appearance; 1997 P.F. cert. Scott $750 ........................................................ (P) $150
341 (�) 1880 Reprint, 5¢ Dark Blue, #PR8, ungummed, small thin, XF appearance.

Scott $650 .................................................................................................... (P) $120
342 (�) 1875, $60 Violet, #PR32, unused, fresh, s.e. at bottom, Fine and rare; 1999

P.F. cert. Scott $2,400 ................................................................................. (P) $300
343 (�) 1875 Special Printing, 8¢ Gray Black, #PR37, ungummed, short perf at

right and reperfed at left and top, Fine; 2016 P.S.E. cert. Scott $975 ............ (P) $150
344 �

� 1894, 4¢ Intense Black, Pair, #PR92, n.h., couple of perf separations, Fine; 
2011 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $2,550 ................................................................. (P) $400

345 (�) 1895, $20 Slate, #PR111, unused, F-VF. Scott $1,200 ........................... (P) $250
346 � Private Vending Coils: 1906, 2¢ Lake, Imperf, Type II, Paste-Up Strip of

4, #320A, l.h. (appears n.h.), Schermack Type III perfs with imprint plate
#4718 under paste up tab, F-VF; 2014 P.F. cert. Scott $100 +, scarce example
with imprint .................................................................................................. (P) $80

347 � Local: Blood & Co., 1854 (1¢) Bronze on Lilac on Cover, #15L14, acid
tied on mourning cover with #11 (4 margins) with Blood’s despatch cds and
Nov 2 Philadelphia cds to Mass, light soiling, F-VF usage. Scott $375 ... (Web) $120

348 � Postal Stationery: 1860, 10¢ Green on Buff, #U33, VF. Scott $3,250
 .................................................................................................................... (P) $1,200
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349 � Postal Stationery: 1884, 2¢ Brown on Fawn, #U276, used, VF; 1992
A.P.E.X. cert. Scott $750 ............................................................................ (P) $200

350 �� Postal Card: 1897, 2¢ Blue on Cream, #UX13, unwatermarked, 4 mint
(none preprinted), 7 used all addressed overseas (mostly Germany), generally
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,595 ............................................................... (Web) $250

Revenues
351 � 1862, $20 Probate of Will, Perfed, #R99c, very light cancel, Fine. Scott

$3,000 ......................................................................................................... (P) $350
352 � 1862, $20 Probate of Will, Perfed, #R99c, used, repaired tear, few short

perfs, avg. centering, otherwise Fine. Scott $3,000, still a scarce stamp ............ (P) $300
353 �

� Stock Transfer, 1940, $20 Bright Green, #RD85, n.h., s.e., Fine. Scott
$1,250 ......................................................................................................... (P) $250

354 �
� Ducks: 1937, $1 Scaup Ducks, #RW4, n.h., Grade 90 XF; 2005 P.S.E.

cert. Scott Stamp Values $525 ...................................................................... (P) $200
355 �

� Ducks: 1937, $1 Scaup Ducks, #RW4, n.h., fresh, F-VF. Scott $275 ... (P) $100
356 �

��� Ducks: Junior Ducks; 2001 $5, #JDS9, n.h., 2 plate blocks and single,
Very Fine. Scott $540 + (as singles) ................................................................. $150

357 �
� Ducks: State; South Dakota, 1950 $1 Waterfowl, #SD2, n.h., natural s.e.

at left, F-VF. Scott $1,450 ............................................................................ (P) $250
358 (�) War Savings: 1920, $5 Orange on Green, #WS6, unused, perfs touch,

Fine overall. Scott $1,250 ............................................................................. (P) $250
359 � Confederacy: 1861, 10¢ Greenish Blue on Cover, #2e, four margins

tied to buff envelope, Richmond, Dec 9 (?) 1862 cds to Talcott P.O. Va., some
closed flap tears, fresh and F-VF. Scott $450 ........................................... (Web) $200

360 F Confederacy: 1862, 10¢ Sperati, #5, #227 in blue on reverse, nice margins
all round, fresh, VF ...................................................................................... (P) $130

361 � Confederacy: 1862, 10¢ Rose on Cover, #5, four full margins tied to buff
envelope, Fredericksburg, Va, cds to Georgia, cover corner repaired bottom
right, Fine. Scott $750, scarce .................................................................. (Web) $200

U.S. Possessions
362 � Canal Zone: 1920, 2c Orange Vermilion & Black, Double Overprint,

#56a, o.g., F-VF; 2017 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $500 ..................................... (P) $200
363 �

�� Cuba: 1899, 3c on 3¢ Purple, #224 var., o.g., hinged (3) or n.h. (3), large
top margin block of 6 with plate # and imprint #450, broken “E” in PESO plus
period between “B” and “A” of “CUBA”, Fine. Scott $715+ ...................... (P) $150

364 (�) Hawaii: 1865, 2¢ Dark Blue, #26, unused, pl. 10A, type X pos. 2, tiny thin
speck with tight margins, Fine; 2015 P.S.E. cert. Scott $350 ........................ (P) $100

365 P Hawaii: 1875, 12¢ Black, Plate Proof on India, #36P3, ungummed,
deep, sharp impression, small thin, otherwise VF. Scott $400 ....................... (P) $100

366 � Hawaii: 1882, 2¢ With Kapaa Kauai Cancel on Cover, #UX2, tied by
clear purple Mar 29, 1884 cancel (type 282.013), addressed to Washington DC
with red SF transit marking small tear at top, Fine ........................................ (P) $150

367 � Philippines: 1901, $1 Black, Type II, #223A, dist. o.g., Fine. Scott $2,000 
..................................................................................................................... (P) $450

368 � Philippines: 1901, $1 Black, Type II, #223A, used, well centered, VF.
Scott $750 .................................................................................................... (P) $200

369 � Philippines: 1904, $1 Black “OB” Handstamp, #237 var., o.g. (sweated),
in red, reperfed at top, otherwise F-VF; 2012 Weiss cert. Scott $300 +, a scarce
and unusual variety ........................................................................................ (P) $150

370 � Philippines: 1904, $2 Dark Blue, #238, o.g., F-VF. Scott $550 ........... (P) $200
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371 � Puerto Rico: Postal Stationery; 1899-00 2¢ Entire to Mayaguez, #U7, Jan 
24 Arecibo Sta. Puerto Rico cancel and Mayaguez receiving mark on reverse.
Scott $1,100, only 500 issued .......................................................................... (P) $300

372 � Puerto Rico: Postal Stationery; 1899-00 4¢ Entire to Boston, MA, #U10, 
Abrecibo 1901 cancel and San Juan transit on reverse; signed George Sloan on
reverse. Scott $900, only 500 issued ................................................................ (P) $200

373 �
� Ryukyus: 1952, 100y on 2y Rose Violet, #17, n.h., F-VF. Scott $2,000 

..................................................................................................................... (P) $700
374 � Ryukyus: 1952, 100y on 2y Rose Violet, #17, o.g., VF; 2017 P.S.E. cert.

Scott $1,600 ................................................................................................. (P) $500
375 (�) Ryukyus: Revenues, 1958, 1¢-$10 Complete, #R9-R16, ungummed,

F-VF. Scott $1,375 ...................................................................................... (P) $400
376 S� Ryukyus: Specimens: Postal Cards; 1964-65 Mihon Overprint Set,

#UX26s-29s, mint, immaculate, VF. Scott $1,275, 1000-1100 sold for each 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $400

U.S. COLLECTIONS & VARIOUS
377 �� Large Dealer Accumulation, dealer with more than 60 years in business has

found it time to auction excess stock, absolutely everything, top to bottom, filling
seven banker boxes with a wide range of material, everything from better U.S.
mint collections to a large investor lot ranging from a used #1 to the Parcel Post,
armload of mini-collections, two large file drawers of mint and used, an
accumulation of mint pl. strips of 220 and 279B, n.h. pl. strips of 10 of 503, 504
and 507, a scattering of better pl. blocks on black cards and stock sheets, box
filled with glassines holding better items like 291 used, 15 n.h. copies of 372,
better mint sets incl. 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73 (no 379), 548-550, a lot of
mint material in cards and glassines from Bank Notes to Back of Book, incl.
Ducks, Revenues, etc., some more inexpensive material, will take time to go
through, but it will be well worth it, generally F-VF ......................................... $7,000

378 � Mint Collection in Album, o.g., Airmails complete to 1974 incl. Zepps, 1938
Presidentials complete incl. plate blocks, singles and blocks of 4, Liberty series
complete with plate blocks, single and blocks of 4 and more, worth a look, F-VF 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $1,500

379 �
�� Booklet Collection 1907 to 1996, all mint collection of booklet panes and

unexploded booklets in two White Ace albums, features #300b, 319g (n.h.),
331a (n.h.), C10a (n.h., pane and full booklet), plates run of booklets from
1976-96, reasonably clean collection, worth review, mostly F-VF ..................... $1,500

380 �� Collection in Harris Albums, thousands in two albums running from 1857 to
2010, noted few early used #230-238, 285-290, 294-299 and nearly complete
mint from 1924 to 2010 with face value alone of $1875, hinged in album, worth a
look, generally F-VF.......................................................................................... $1,000

381 �
��� Early Sheet Accumulation, n.h., sheet binder with many better sheets incl.

#610, 617-19, 621, 644, 704-715, 718-19, 724-726, 740-749, 909-921, C7-C9,
C10, C12, C19-C22 and envelope with extra sheets and some scrape incl. C11,
worth a look, generally F-VF............................................................................. $1,000

382 �
�� 1893 to 1926 Mint Blocks, n.h. to o.g., block of 4 or larger and strips, over 35

blocks on Hagner pages, definitives and commemoratives incl. Columbians,
Trans-Miss., Washington-Franklins, etc., a useful group, F-VF. Scott
$7,000+ ................................................................................................. (Web) $1,000

383 �� 1847 to 1970 Collection, o.g. to n.h., useful collection housed in Scott album,
19th Century mostly used with incl. #1, 36, 71, 78, 119, then mint from 1922 to
1970, #630 pane, 658-679, Airmails complete mint to 1944 less C13-C15, also
some Postage Dues and modern Officials, F-VF. Scott $11,000 (Owner’s)..... $1,000
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384 �
�� Estate Accumulation, thousands in Scott and Harris binders, 1845 to 2001,

mostly o.g./n.h., several earlies used incl. Airs, plate blocks, sheets, year sets, few
Ducks, face value over $1,600, generally F-VF................................................. $650

385 �� Collection in 9 Albums, few thousand incl. mint and used singles, mint plate
blocks and used blocks, few better used 19th Century and early 20th Century
mint (mostly o.g.), and Ducks, F-VF................................................................ $600

386 �� Interesting Collection, many hundreds, early issues used balance, mostly o.g.
incl. used #71, Trans-Miss. to 50¢, some interesting Washington-Franklins,
mint 294-299, 934, C4-C6, C18 and lots of modern postage, Fine................... $600

387 � Group of Better Items, 13 singles used, incl. #1 (red cancel), 2, 9, 14, 26A, 69,
71, 75, 76, 78, 91, 121 and 291, condition is mixed otherwise generally Fine.
Scott $4,500 (Owner’s) ...................................................................................... $500

388 �
� Varieties and Errors Selection, #702//1461, mostly n.h., over 65 different

varieties incl. preprinted folds (#681 plate block 716), color shifts (#702, 1096,
1460, 1461, 1462, 1578a, 1610, 1758, 1790, 2955, C85), over/under inking
(#634 var. dark carmine 2015 PSE cert grade 95, 815, 829, 907, 944, 946, 947,
951, 952, 954, 958, 959, 970, 984, 985, 996, 1014, 1022, 1250, 2361, 3030 (5),
3180), perforation errors (#716, 1384c, 2613), imperf pairs (#383V vertical
strip of 4, 899b-901a, 1305Eh (2), 1338De, 1338Fi, 1618Ce, 2280c, 2280f
(1993 PF cert.), C104a, O148), thin paper (#1008 var. 2002 PSE cert.),
missing colors (# 1271a, 1460, 1895f, 1618Cf, 2464 var.), double transfer
(#331 var.), for the variety specialist, overall VF. Scott $2,500+ ............ (Web) $500

389 �� Collection in 3 Scott National Albums, few thousand from 1847 to 1981,
mostly used to 1920’s balance mostly mint, better items incl. used #1 (pen
cancel), 72, 121, 242, mint 241 (damaged gum), 630, 658-679, plus some
back-of-book issues, many mint have damaged gum especially in the modern
issues, should be examined, Fine ....................................................................... $450

390 � Classic Group, #67, 75, used group of #67 (4) and #75 (5) with various
cancels and condition issues, generally Fine. Scott $5,125 ....................... (Web) $400

391 �
��� Plate Block Collections, n.h., two albums with about the same years mostly 2¢

red era to Famous Americans, both collection incl. #704-715, 859-893, 803-31
and back-of-book items, a few are blocks most are plates, good amount of cat.
value here, worth a look, F-VF .......................................................................... $400

392 �� Mint and Used Accumulation, o.g. to n.h., three albums containing mostly
used 19th Century, mint Columbians to 30¢ then mostly mint from 1922 on,
with some Airmails, Dues and Officials, plus a specialized album containing
wet/dry printing varieties, tagging and gum varieties from the 1950’s to 1980’s
plus a study on the USPS bundled mail routing labels, worth a look, F-VF..... $400

393 �� Accumulation on Hagner Pages, many hundreds from 1850’s to 1940’s, early
issues used balance mint with few n.h., incl. used #404, nice group of mint
Washington-Franklins, and 1930’s issues, some 19th Century unused and
back-of-book, worth a close look, Fine .............................................................. $400

394 B� Booklets and Panes Collection with More, Scott specialty album running
mint from 1914 to 1988 with a few better items scattered throughout incl.
#BKC12 and others, also incl. a few coil pairs, #C6 first trip night flight cover
and other odds and ends, worth a look, generally F-VF .................................... $400

395 � Used Collection on Pages, many hundreds from 1847 to 1970 incl. #1, 9, 630
(light crease), and some back-of-book, worth a close look, generally Fine ........ $350

396 �� Small Mint and Used Collection, on White Ace pages to 1940, few scattered
early used, 20th Century mostly mint incl. #630, Kansas-Nebraska, scattered
back-of-book incl. used Ducks, C10a, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ......................................................................... $350
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397 �� Nice Group on Stockpage, lot incl. mint #214 n.h., 269 n.h., 341, 599A line
pair n.h., 215, 347 center line block, 421, 475 n.h., used, 215, 119, 32, 17 and
120, overall nice group couple with minor faults, worth a look, F-VF appearance 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $300

398 �
�� Graded Selection, #295//QE4a, o.g., l.h. (1) or n.h. (10), eleven items all

PSE graded, 85 (1), 90 (2), 95 (6), or 98 (2), a useful group with three items
encapsulated, VF-XF. Scott Stamp Values $755 ..................................... (Web) $300

399 � Collection in Scott Album, mostly mint commemorative collection from 1893
to 1950 with many blocks, key items incl. mint or used Columbians to 50¢, mint
or used Trans-Miss. to 50¢, mint blocks of Jamestown Issue, #630 mint,
Kansas-Nebraska mint and many other items, worth a look, Fine..................... $300

400 �� Collection in Scott Album, few hundred from 1873 to 1930’s, early issues
used, 1920’s on mostly mint with some n.h., better items incl. used Trans-Miss.
to 50¢, mint #834, C18 and some 1920’s and 1930’s plate blocks, Fine .......... $300

401 �� Balance of Collection, few thousand in 3 albums and on pages, majority used
with some modern n.h. issues incl. few better 19th Century, plus some
back-of-book incl. used Ducks, Fine ................................................................. $300

402 ��� Better Plate Blocks, 11 from 1895 to 1920, mostly o.g incl. #264 (n.h.), 372,
397, 525-528, and 540, generally F-VF............................................................. $300

403 � Used Collection in 2 Albums, few thousand from 1853 to 1995 in Scott album
and on pages, a scattering of better 19th Century, C1-C6, C18 and some
back-of-book issues, mostly F-VF ..................................................................... $250

404 �� Interesting Mint and Used Singles, about 40 items with some better to be
found, noted mint #397-400A, 328-30, 299, used 9 with huge margins, 119
used with fake cancel but still nice and much more, well worth a look, generally
F-VF ...................................................................................................... (Web) $250

405 � Varied Accumulation, o.g. to n.h., housed in a stockbook and glassines, runs
from the late 19th Century to the 1940’s, contains definitives, commemoratives,
Revenues, Dues, Parcel Post etc., worth a quick inspection, F-VF................... $250

406 �
� Mint Collection in National Album, few hundred from 1916 to 1970 mostly

n.h. incl. #572-573, 834, plus group of cut squares from 1860 on, generally
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $250

407 �� Vermont Topical Collection, small exhibit on blank pages, “Vermont
Pot-Pourri”, FDs incl. #643 with additional pl. block, #644, 834 block of 4
with FD, 903, #RS142, couple old labels, Wells Fargo cover to Boston (Wells
was born in Vermont), etc., clean ............................................................. (Web) $250

408 �� Balance of Estate, few thousand blocks of 4, mostly used in various stockbooks
and albums incl. Revenues and back-of-book issues plus some mint plate blocks,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $200

409 �� Collection in Scott National Album, many hundreds from 1857 to 1950’s,
early issues used mostly mint from 1925 on, some n.h., better items incl. mint
#692-701, 834, C18 plus back-of-book issues and some Airmail plate blocks,
mostly F-VF....................................................................................................... $200

410 �� Balance of Estate, incl. accumulation of mint Airmails and coils incl. #C10a,
1053, plus 2 Worldwide albums, Fine ............................................................... $200

411 � Used Bundleware, over 55 pounds used in bundles of 100, or envelopes, majority 
commemoratives from 3¢ to 20¢ values with some earlier definitives and
Christmas, Fine.................................................................................................. $200

412 �� Balance of Estate, many hundreds incl. n.h. plate blocks and singles in albums,
few sheets, used off paper and few Foreign incl. #701 plate block n.h., generally
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $200

413 �
� EFO Accumulation, n.h., over 60 items, mostly perf shifts, a few imperfs, color

smears and test stamps, generally F-VF ............................................................ $180
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414 �� Mint and Used Collection, housed in older National album to 1948 all in
mounts, lightly filled in 19th Century, incl. Airs, Revenues, cut squares etc.,
generally F-VF................................................................................................... $150

415 � Accumulation of Mostly Cancels, #156, 209, 171 copies #156, used and
unpicked since purchased almost 60 years ago, mostly generic or nondescript,
few shades and 97 copies, #209 used, Fine ............................................. (Web) $150

416 �
�� 1930’s Accumulation, many hundreds incl. single, plate blocks and some sheets

(mostly with perf seps), incl. Washington Bicentennial, Parks and Famous
Americans, F-VF............................................................................................... $150

417 �
� Small Better Mint Group, incl. #2870 and #3138 sheets n.h., and some

imperf pairs, F-VF............................................................................................. $150
418 �� Collection in Mystic Album, many hundreds from 1851 to 1960, early issues

used, 1920’s on mostly mint with few n.h., better items incl. used #9, 14, 75-78,
119 and some back-of-book issues, Fine............................................................ $150

419 � Used Classic Accumulation, couple hundred in four sales binders, mostly from
late 19th and early 20th Century, with back-of-book, mixed condition but a few
better to be extracted, worth a look .................................................................... $150

420 ��� Collections in Box, 3 different collections, one in Scott album, with a few classics
and mostly mint to 1976, commemorative plate block collections from 1938 to
1970 and 1951 to 1962, F-VF ........................................................................... $120

421 �� Expertised Classic Lot, four different incl. #22 (crease), #23 (pen cancel),
#30 (no gum and reperfed at top) and 31 (pen cancel, reperf at top and bottom),
all with 2018 PSE certs, mixed condition. Scott $1,975 .................................... $100

422 ��� Select Group of 1920’s Precancel Blocks, incl. 1922-25 series with blocks
of and 5¢ pl. block, to 50¢, 2¢ Harding pl. blocks (21), etc., clean group .. (Web) $100

423 � Sorted Used in 18 Binders, many thousands, 20th Century identified in
stockpages, no heavy dupl., also loose earlier in small boxes, match boxes, clean,
ready for sale ...................................................................................................... $100

424 �� Two Banker Boxes of Collections, from Estate, mint and used
collections/accumulations on pages, stockbooks, albums, incl. Kansas-Nebraska 
complete, scattered back-of-book and Possessions in album, better commems.
album incl. #371 Automatic Vending line pair (cat. $170), F-VF.................... $100

Postage & Modern Collections
425 �

��� Modern Sheet Accumulation, many hundreds n.h., 22¢ to 44¢ plus definitives, 
nice variety, F-VF.............................................................................................. $850

426 �
� Modern Accumulation, few thousand, n.h. 3¢ to Forever plus definitives to

$12.25, singles, blocks, plate blocks, coils, incl. some plate number coils and
booklets, generally F-VF ................................................................................... $750

427 �
��� Forever Sheets, n.h., 93 n.h. with dupl. to 2013, generally F-VF....................... $450

428 ��� Accumulation From Estate, all decades, in two banker boxes, incl. pl. blocks,
scrap, year sets, no sheets, clean, F-VF.............................................................. $400

429 �
� Large Accumulation, few thousand sorted in glassines 3¢ to 20¢ commemoratives 

plus definitives with some plate blocks, mostly n.h., generally F-VF................. $250
430 �

��� Better Sheets, n.h., #3138, 3205 (25), 3392 (10), and 3535 (10), F-VF ........... $200
431 �

��� Balance of Collection, many hundreds mostly n.h. incl. plate blocks and sheets,
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $200

432 �
��� Small Accumulation, many hundreds mostly n.h., singles and blocks with few

modern sheets and some souvenir panels and pages, Fine................................. $200
433 �

��� Souvenir Sheets and Panes Accumulation, n.h., primarily Scott #1686-89
Bicentennial panes (100), also #2837 (10), #3694 (9), also 12 panes of 3¢ and
some scrap postage, over $500 in face, F-VF..................................................... $100
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Back-of-the-Book Collections
434 � Mint Ducks, o.g., #RW6-RW47 on stockpages, VF ............................... (Web) $500
435 �� Christmas Seal Collection, thousands mint in collection and file folders with

trial colors, imperfs, booklet panes, covers with tied seals, sheets and other
interesting items, parallel Canada collection, great lot for breakdown, F-VF.... $500

436 �
� Graded Federal Ducks, n.h., incl. #RW22, RW26, RW29, RW30-31, all

graded 95 and RW40 graded 98, all with certs, XF. Scott Stamp Values $1,110... $500
437 �� Extensive Mint 20th Century Stationery Stock, in 25 Pittsburgh or file

boxes and 1 banker box, incl. 10 file boxes of sorted and identified Postal Card,
balance of mostly sorted envelopes and Postal Cards, many priced and identified
by UPSS, some dupl., occasional better incl. #UC16A (10), Airs, up to fairly
recent, clean, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................................................ $500

438 �
� Graded Ducks Selection, #RW23//RW76b, n.h., eleven items all PSE

graded, 90 or 95, RW72c is encapsulated, a useful group, VF-XF. Scott Stamp
Values $975 ............................................................................................ (Web) $400

439 �
�� Duck Collection on Pages, 51 items from #RW9 to RW58 with some dupl. in

modern issues incl. 2 plate blocks, mostly n.h. from RW24 on, better incl.
RW9-17 (o.g.), and RW34-35 (n.h.), Fine to Very Fine.................................. $400

440 � Revenue Collection, about 100 mostly First and Second issues incl. #R74a,
R90a, R101a, R97c, and R100c, few with faults, Fine ...................................... $350

441 � 3 Volume Cut Square Collection, early period in 1 volume mostly used with
value in 19th Century to 1920’s, gaps after that to 1970’s, few early classic covers,
other 2 with mint and used postal cards to 1990’s, 19th Century mixed condition, 
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ................................................................. $300

442 �
� 1943 to 2005 Federal and State Duck Collection, n.h., housed and

mounted in Scott album, Federals run from 1943 to 2005, States are less filled
but useful, F-VF or better. Scott $2,200+ ........................................................ $250

443 �
� Duck Modern Mint Lot, n.h., $5 to $15 value in singles to pl. blocks (face

$532), also some States incl. NJ (face $150), clean............................................ $250
444 �

� Modern Ducks, 27 n.h. from 1976 to 2013 incl. 2 pl. blocks, F-VF ................... $200
445 � Collection of Souvenir Pages in 8 Binders, about 500, 1988/1999, fine to

very fine .................................................................................................. (Web) $200
446 �

��� Junior Duck Collection, n.h., 9 singles from 2001 to 2010 plus 7 plate blocks
incl. #JDS9, F-VF............................................................................................ $150

447 �
��� Duck Stamp Souvenir Sheets, n.h., RW74a (3), RW75a (3), RW76a plus

RW75 anniversary sheet, F-VF......................................................................... $150
448 �� Better Postal Cards, 20 mint incl. #UX3, UX7, UY3-UY5, UY8, and UY15,

F-VF.................................................................................................................. $150
449 �� Mint Stationery Collection, few thousand on pages in 8 binders, 1870’s to

modern, mostly mint incl. postal cards and entires, generally F-VF.................. $150
450 �

� State Hunting, Game Bird and Trout Adhesives, n.h., 170 in Calhoun
pages, 1980’s-90’s, plus 52 Audubon, VF ......................................................... $150

451 �� U.S. Possessions: Stationery Collection, Over 60 majority unused incl.
Canal Zone used #UX1d, and UX3, Puerto Rico mint #U15-18, UX1-3,
generally F-VF................................................................................................... $300

452 �� U.S. Possessions: Hawaii Collection, 1864-1899 singles, o.g. to used,
mounted on sheets, several Hagner pages of mint stationery (U1a // UY3),
couple used, plus a small assortment of cut squares, worth a look, generally Fine.. $500

453 � U.S. Possessions: Hawaii Collection, about 30 mostly used incl. mint #10
(HPS cert. 2014), 10S, 29-29S plus used #21 (faulty), some forgeries and
replicas, Fine ...................................................................................................... $120
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454 �
��� U.N. Mint 1951 to 2010 Stock, in 4 Elbe stockbooks, n.h., unpicked,

starting with #1, incl. 2 mint, 2 used of #38, all neatly arranged by Scott
number, also some stationery, flag sheets, clean, conservative cat., Fine to Very
Fine. 2008 Scott $10,000+................................................................................ $1,000

455 �
��� U.N. Estate Accumulation, n.h., in folders, albums, stockbooks, etc., incl.

extensive imprint block collection, up to fairly recent, incl. flags, VF ................ $200
456 � U.N. Unpicked FDC Lot, few thousand sorted in 5 Pittsburgh boxes, with 3

boxes of stationery, 2 boxes of Geneva and Vienna, few scattered regular issues,
slight dupl., clean, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........................................ $150

U.S. POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS
457 � 20th Century Dealer’s Stock, 860 items priced, sorted and sleeved in

Pittsburgh box, categories consist of 1902 regular Issue, Bureaus,
Washington-Franklins (large group), Kansas-Nebraska (small group), 4th
Issue Bureau, pre-1925 commems., and 1932 Washington Bicentennial, mostly
internal usages, decent condition overall, retail $16,221, ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ...................................................................................................... $2,200

458 � Pend Oreille County, Washington Collection, fascinating collection of
about 150 covers and PPC’s, mostly 20th Century plus some letters and photos,
better items incl. Lenora 1910, Weedie 1910, Yocum, plus Fort Simcoe 1884,
excellent group of real photo PPC’s, worth a close look, Fine ........................... $750

459 � Stampless Accumulation, over 200 from various places and destinations, most
selected for content, worth a look, Fine.............................................................. $600

460 � Mostly 20th Century Postal History by State, six cartons containing several 
thousand+ covers, postal stationery, cards, FDCs etc., vast majority sorted by
State, found portions from 19th Century, most sleeved, a large and diverse lot
worthy of a review, F-VF................................................................................... $600

461 �� Pan-American Flights, binder containing over 100 covers in fascinating
collection of Pan-Am flights primarily from Pacific rim, incl. survey flights
(flight #1, AAMC#1234, Survey Flight #4) Nov, 1935 first flights to Hawaii, 
Guam, Philippines with Beazell San Francisco to Honolulu, AAMC#1258
West Hawaii Survey Exploration, other later flights, Hong Kong to San
Francisco China Clipper first flight plus many others, also some
Trans-Atlantics, plus over 15 Pan-Am picture postcards and large envelope with 
multiple cancels and cachets from 1928 CAM first flight #26, a lovely, historical 
group, VG to Excellent ........................................................................... (Web) $500

462 � Large Accumulation, 6,000 plus U.S. Naval, Military, event, FDCs,
advertising, 19th & 20th Century, stationery, etc, good dollar box material for a
show dealer, Fine ............................................................................................... $500

463 � 19th Century Grouping, seven with Foreign (1) or domestic usages (6),
consists of 1859 1¢ drop letter rate, a nice Howell & Brothers Paper Hangings
corner advertising cover; New Orleans Alexandria & Natchitoches Packet
cancel with dubious Way 1 cancel (cert); 1869 Hinckley & Co. Express; a
contemporary cancelled Fresno & San Francisco Bicycle Mail Route adhesive;
12¢ (hinged to cover) on a small cover to London and #17 tied by New York, Jul 
1853 postmark on cover to Philadelphia (cert.), an interesting group, F-VF
................................................................................................................ (Web) $300

464 �� Zeppelin Flights, 15 flights related to Graf Zeppelin, Hindenburg and U.S.S.
Akron & Macon, a nice useful group, F-VF ........................................... (Web) $300

465 � Accumulation in Banker Box, around 500 to 600 19th & 20th Century incl.
advertising, events, flights and much more, better than usual well worth a look,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $300

466 � Christmas Seals, around 350 to 400, all tied on postcards and envelopes, better
early seals noted in album, well worth a look, Fine ............................................ $300
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467 � Military Related Accumulation, carton containing over 500 ranging in content
from WWI to Viet Nam with bulk from WWII, Army, Navy, Air Force, censor, 
APO’s, V-Mail, camps, Foreign Expedition Forces, ship and commemorative
cachets, plus a few runs of correspondences and Antarctic related items, an
interesting and diverse group, generally F-VF .................................................. $300

468 � Better 19th & 20th Century, over 150 ranging from 1851 to early 1930s, incl.
#10A, 73, 134, 135, 137, 152, 211, C13, C18, E1, E4, etc., patriotics,
advertising, Airs, inspection recommended, condition is mixed, generally F-VF 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $300

469 � Balance of Collection, few thousand mostly 20th Century incl. events,
commercial, scattering of FDC’s and Foreign, and 19th Century, Fine ........... $300

470 � Stampless Accumulation, over 90 ranging from early to mid 19th Century, a
range of rates, of note, Camden Del. “Due 3 cts” to Rochester, Indiana, lovely
Ilion, NY purple town strike with five star and Charleston SC “paid 5" Charlotte, 
NC, July 4, 1861 Civil War usage, plus three Virginia newspapers from 1820,
1821 and 1847, an interesting group, overall condition is F-VF ....................... $250

471 �� Airmail Accumulation, over 500 incl. postal stationery in a carton, containing
first flights, dedications, Foreign destinations and FDCs, dates range from late
1920s to modern, should prove to be a useful accumulation, generally F-VF ... $250

472 � 19th Century Accumulation, about 500 housed in a small box ranging from
1851 to 1908, some covers sleeved, a wide variety of usages, generally mixed
condition ............................................................................................................ $250

473 � 1930’s Flight Group, about 200 incl. nice group of 1935 Trans-Pacific Clipper
covers, and some Hawaii first flights ................................................................. $250

474 � Vending Perfs Accumulation, 19 total from early 1900s incl. a few advertising
and marked retail of $985, worth a look, generally Fine ........................... (Web) $200

475 � Fancy Cancel Group, 17 total with different cancels mostly from late 1800’s,
priced retail $975, worth a look, Fine ...................................................... (Web) $200

476 � 19th Century Accumulation, few hundred with many originations and
destinations, interesting and worth a look, Fine................................................. $200

477 � RPO Accumulation, about 400 mostly 19th Century from various destinations,
worth a close look, Fine...................................................................................... $200

478 � Classic Lot, box with classics incl. stampless to about 1870, many better items to
be found, great for retail or internet sales, please inspect, generally Fine........... $200

479 � Flag Cancel Accumulation, about 500 mostly 20th Century with many
different destinations and originations, worth a look, Fine ................................ $200

480 � Official Mail Lot, several thousand or so Official envelopes with various rates,
Official postal stationery, and several larger pieces all addressed from or to U.S.
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, several used high values, Fine ......... $200

481 �� Postal Card Accumulation, a large carton housing four long boxes of 1,000++ 
useful cards mostly used from #UX5 onward to modern, with a selection of
FDCs, light dupl., almost all sleeved, generally F-VF ...................................... $200

482 � Postal Stationery Accumulation, over a thousand housed in a carton, 19th
Century to modern, most are sorted by State along with FDCs, a few issues with
moderate dupl., a number of interesting and choice items found throughout incl.
an albino and better numbers, worth a look, generally Good to VG .................. $200

483 � Mostly 19th Century Accumulation, about 60 stampless to 1930’s with nice
group of entires, mostly used, some Western cancels, few advertising and couple
Locals used on cover, Fine................................................................................. $200

484 � Interesting Accumulation, couple thousand incl. events, advertising,
commercial and scattering of 19th Century, worth a close look, Fine................ $200

485 � 19th Century Accumulation, over 600 incl. few better cancels and usages, lots
of stationery, Fine .............................................................................................. $200
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486 � Large Oregon Accumulation, couple thousand from 1860’s to modern, lots of
common but a few better 19th Century and DPO’s, Fine................................. $200

487 �� 1937 China Clipper Flight, 17 lovely, identical cachet from San Francisco to
different Asia Pacific locations and return flights, Honolulu, Guam, Manila,
Hong Kong and Macao, plus Brazil Condor Zeppelin flight, F-VF ........ (Web) $150

488 �� Flights and Other Postal History, small box containing over 300 with a variety 
of Airmail with cachets, WWII related with commercial mail, also incl.
Columbian Expo admission ticket for Oct. 9, 1893, worth a look, F-VF.......... $150

489 � Fancy Cancel Accumulation, about 100 mostly late 1800’s with many different
cancels, interesting and worth a look, Fine ........................................................ $150

490 � North Central States, about 300 from Iowa, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota and
Wisconsin with DPO’s, Doan cancels and more, worth a look, Fine................ $150

491 � Western States Accumulation, small box mostly early to mid 20th Century incl. 
a few postcards, many DPO’s, please inspect, Fine ........................................... $150

492 � Early Group, over 40 mostly with #11’s and some varieties, mostly petite size,
well worth a look ................................................................................................ $150

493 �� 3 Better Trans-Oceanic Flights, 1934 U.S. Navy Flight from San Francisco
to Hawaii AAMC #1200 with nice cachet and autograph, 1934 Naval Survey
Flight via Catapult AAMC #1209, and 1935 Navy mass flight to Midway
Islands with autograph and ship cancels, AAMC #1234, Fine........................ $150

494 � Canton Island, 1939 Experimental PAA Survey Flight AAMC #1329 and U.S. 
Navy Eclipse Expedition cover with USS Avocet Canton Island cancel, some
staining, Fine ..................................................................................................... $150

495 �� 1935 Hawaii Flight Covers, 7 covers incl. one round trip, Fine. AAMC
#1230 ................................................................................................................ $150

496 �� 1935 Guam Flight Covers, 5 incl. Guam Dispatches, Fine. AAMC #1243 .. $150
497 � Small Wells Fargo Group, 8 incl. 3 with Mexican franking, U.S. incl.

Columbia, Downeyville, Dutch Flat, and Truckee, Fine .................................. $150
498 �� Macon Flight Group, 9 oversized incl. one with small tear, all with cachet from

“cachet director” (Dumonte), incl. USS New Mexico, otherwise very fine 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $120

499 � Small Group, three different consisting of #220 on advertising from John H
Ihorn with Feb 3 1891 Harrisonville Il. cancel who was also P.M., some toning;
270 tied by Chicago 1898 Flag cancel on Patriotic envelope for
Spanish-American War, and multiple #331’s tied with Feb 2 1910 Pollok Tex.
postmark registered to Saginaw Mich. with couple of minor tears, F-VF  (Web) $100

500 � Accumulation in Box, few hundred mostly 20th Century, FDCs, flights,
commercial mail and more, worth a look, Fine .................................................. $100

501 � 20th Century Accumulation, commercial, housed in two cartons ranging from
early 20th Century to modern, one carton contains only business size envelopes,
some sleeved, a wide variety of usages and rates, generally mixed condition ..... $100

502 � Balance of Collection, few hundred 1860’s to 1950’s mostly used stationery
incl. some Northwest cancels, Fine .................................................................... $100

503 � Tacoma, Washington Collection, about 60, 1884 to 1940’s incl. New Tacoma
1884, first flights, ship covers, advertising, Fine................................................ $100

First Day and Cachet Makers
504 � Large Flight Accumulation, few thousand, 1930’s to 1970’s mostly cacheted

incl. CAM, FAM, airport dedication, Air Mail Week and few Canada, worth a
close look, Fine .................................................................................................. $500

505 � Backup CAM Stock, thousands in 6 Pittsburgh boxes, in order from route
1-86/36, dupl. but usually with various cachet colors and/or different adhesives,
clean, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock, later CAM group sold in January auction ... $500
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506 � First Day and Event Cover Hoard, several thousand contained in five
cartons, from early 1930’s through 1980’s, wide range of cachets, event cancels
etc., big selection of event cachets as well, light dupl., a diverse and useful
accumulation, F-VF........................................................................................... $400

507 � Better FDC Accumulation, approximately 1,000 housed in carton, many
Crosby’s, Fluegel, Staehle to name a few, better items throughout, noted a few
sets of Famous Americans incl. Back-of-Book, most with very colorful cachets,
great value for both collector and dealer, F-VF ................................................. $400

508 � Large Accumulation, about 5,000 from 1930’s to 1980’s, mostly cacheted
addressed, nice variety of 1940’s issues cachets, Fine ........................................ $400

509 � Backup FDC Stock, many thousands unpicked contained in 11 Pittsburgh or
small boxes (with hundreds of dupl. Planty #7-1-71 in alpha order) and loose in
banker box, starting around Famous Americans, incl. 3 boxes (primary stock)
with stationery incl. postal cards, some dupl. incl heavy in “UY” numbers, clean
throughout, heavy dupl. of States, Flags, also additional Pittsburgh box of
ASDA souvenir cards heavily dupl., Linprint, Fleetwood, few Minkus
Patriotic, one box of combos, etc., clean, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... $400

510 � Modern FDC Accumulation, thousands housed in seven cartons, many
different cachet makers incl. home made varieties, vast majority U.S. with some
UN and Foreign Olympic with a handful of commercial covers, VG to Excellent $350

511 � Interesting Collection, over 500 from 1926 to 1940’s mostly with cachets incl.
#629 with Plotz cachet, nice group of Crosby cachets and group of first cachets,
addressed, Fine .................................................................................................. $350

512 � Naval Accumulation, about 2,000 from late 1920’s to modern, majority with
cachets, nice variety of ships and cachets, Fine .................................................. $350

513 � Better Collection in Album, 150 from 1925 to 1938, mostly cacheted
addressed, few add-ons, better items incl. #623 with first Nickels cachet,
704-715 Souren cachet, #834 (2), with Farnam and Grimsland cachets, Fine. $300

514 � Space Priced Group, 1960’s-1970’s group of few thousand in 2 file boxes and
loose, mostly Apollo and priced, incl. few Japan, some dupl., Naval cancels,
somewhat sorted, few better, clean, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .............. $300

515 �� Flight Group, interesting group of over 300 from 1927 to 1950’s incl. some 1930’s 
FAM incl. Canal Zone and few with better stamps, Fine ................................. $250

516 � First Flight Accumulation, over 500 in a bankers box with some dupl., Fine ... $200
517 � Better FD Accumulation, about 300 better 1920’s through 1930’s FDCs,

mostly cacheted and many better incl. #628 (2), 704-715, 740-749, many 2¢
reds and different cachet makers, Fine .............................................................. $200

518 � 1930’s Naval Covers, about 300 majority cacheted incl. group of 1932 USS
Constitution, Fine .............................................................................................. $200

519 � Better FD Collection, over 500 from 1925 to 1950, early issues uncacheted,
balance mostly cacheted addressed, nice variety of cachets incl. #644 Gorham,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $200

520 � Handpainted Cachets, about 2,000 incl. many add-ons, unknown artists plus
about 50 Heritage cachets, Fine ........................................................................ $200

521 �� Flight Accumulation, 400+ mostly Jet flights with  few airport dedications, Fine $150
522 � Balance of Collection, few thousand, modern mint stationery and FDC’s

(1950’s on) plus few U.N. and Foreign, generally F-VF.................................. $150
523 � Gladys Adler Patriotics, 15 different handpainted, 1944-1945, addressed, F-VF. $150
524 �� Airmail FDC’s, Collection of 100 incl. stationery from 1926 to 1966, majority

cacheted except early issues, better incl. #C7 (5 incl. Cleveland and Dearborn),
C8-C9, C18, nice variety of cachets, Fine.......................................................... $150

525 � WWII Patriotics, about 200 incl. some Fluegel cachets, Fine ............................. $150
526 � Scouting Events, 1200 mostly cacheted, 1940’s to modern, nice, Fine appearance $150
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527 �� “The 100 Milestones of Flight”, #1-100 complete in binder, Very Fine....... $100

POSTCARDS

United States
528 �� Accumulation From Estate, over 19,000 in four banker boxes with a mix of

vintage, linen, chrome and modern views .......................................................... $1,200
529 �� Real Photo Collection, two binders containing over 400 cards, one volume

mainly South Oregon and Northern California natural scenes, second volume
random areas of California and Western U.S., noted a number of street scenes as
well, a lovely and interesting group, VG to Excellent ............................... (Web) $600

530 � Topicals Hoard, 22 binders in four cartons, some loose containing over 6500
mostly used from early 20th Century, incl. real photos throughout, advertising,
automobiles, Boulder Dam, Banff, bridges, Carlsbad, Christmas/Santa, comic,
Death Valley, Foreign, Gruss Aus, glaciers, Grand Canyon, hotels, linens,
military, missions, mountains, national parks, Native Americans, Niagara Falls,
ostrich/alligator farms, Patriotics, pin-ups/nudes, ships, sports, street scenes,
Thanksgiving, Washington, DC, wild west, Yellowstone, Zeppelin/Aviation,
inspection is highly recommended, better cards throughout, VG to Excellent .. $600

531 � Collection by State (Western), seven binders and loose, sleeved, mostly used,
containing over 3000 cards mostly from early to mid 20th Century, from
Arizona, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Washington etc., with
natural scenes, trains, ships, linens and real photos, a diverse group, F-VF ...... $500

532 � Northern California Collection, 14 binders in two cartons with over 3500
cards, mostly used from early 20th Century, incl. real photos throughout,
UCLA/ Berkeley, Oakland area, coast lines, Monterey, San Francisco,
earthquakes, Santa Cruz, San Jose, Portola Festival, Mt. Tamalpais, Redwoods, 
Napa Valley, Sonoma County, Geyser Hot Springs, Lake Tahoe, Yosemite, well 
worth close inspection, a fascinating group, F-VF............................................. $450

533 � Mostly Used Accumulation, a couple of thousand, in two full cartons,
semi-organized by topic and/or state, vast majority are sleeved, dates run from
early 20th Century to modern, some topics incl., ships, rail, hotels, advertising,
comic and sound effect cards to name a few, there may be the odd real photos
incl., generally F-VF.......................................................................................... $400

534 �� Southern California Collection, 11 binders in two cartons with over 3,400
cards, mostly used from the early 20th Century, incl. real photos throughout,
Pasadena, natural scenes, trains, coast lines, agriculture, ships, hotels, piers, San
Diego/Coronado, street scenes, Mt. Lowe, homes, linens, oil wells, Rose Bowl,
Hollywood, some Central California also, F-VF ............................................... $350

535 � Cowboy and Indian Group, mint and used, 100 total with marked retail
$1,000, well worth a look ................................................................................... $200

536 � Panama-Pacific and Other Expositions, over 375 cards in binder
highlighting Pan-Pacific Expo, plus others incl. Seattle Alaska-Yukon, Chicago 
and New York World’s Fair, a colorful assemblage, F-VF............................... $150

537 � Battleship Cards, 59 written up on pages incl. few real photo, Good .................. $100
538 � France 188 Romantic Cards, all in series, slight dupl., all with writing on

reverse but not addressed, slight edge wear on some, F-VF ..................... (Web) $400
539 � Foreign Card Accumulation, around a couple of thousand in a large carton,

mostly separated by country and/or topic, contained a small grouping of real
photos and some interesting WWI and WWII German cards, a mix of mint and
used, lot of cards are sleeved, an interesting range, generally Good to VG........ $300

540 � Worldwide Group of All Periods, around 100++ some priced ready for
retail, incl. early used Europe to modern linens, Very Good to Fine ................. $100
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EPHEMERA

United States
541 Large Accumulation of Americana, banker box filled with many interesting

items incl. various historical, advertising, political items, American Medical
Assn. 1908 certificate, 1869 large Steamboat shipping document, Hollywood,
entertainment, various engravings, newspapers, promos, postal history and
much more, generally Fine................................................................................. $350

542 Western States Accumulation, 150+ items incl. postal history, historic
ephemera from 19th & 20th Century, 1852 House Document railroad to Pacific
Ocean 1854, 3 lithographs, U.S. and Pacific RR surveys, 2 with Indians, Wells
Fargo cover, 1898 California Welcomes, New York silk ribbon, Fort
Okinakana, 1908 Denver gold mining stock certificate, 1861 Washington Terr.
House document and much more, worth a look, generally F-VF ..................... $250

543 19th & 20th Century Americana, 300+ incl. postal history noted, 1944
FDR campaign cover with illustrated label, 1924 sketched Valentine cover from
girl to boy at Princeton, 4 covers to noted Sculptor (Adelaide Johnson), small
leather stamp case and much more, worth a look, generally Fine ...................... $250

544 Valentines Day Covers and Enclosures, Approx. 40 items incl. many nice
postcards, cards, and covers, dates seen back to 1850’s, Fine overall ........ (Web) $250

545 Oversized Posters, Etc., Around 30 items from various eras, incl. 1935 Murray
MacLaren (PM) signature on paper with cover and 2¢ adhesives, “Lincoln &
Hamlin” presidential poster for “Free Speech, Free Homes, Free Territory”,
etc., fun lot, Avg ..................................................................................... (Web) $150

546 Accumulation of Checks, Documents and Misc., small grouping of checks
with Revenue stamps, Cartes de Visite, Revenue documents, V-Mail letters, etc., 
a wide range of items, inspection is suggested, generally F-VF......................... $100

547 Germany 3rd Reich Material, box of 3rd Reich era vignettes, pictures,
documents, and other period ephemera, good retail potential, generally F-VF . $300

548 Worldwide Photo and Stereo-Views Accumulation, two bankers boxes 500 
to 600 stereo-views and photos incl. U.S. Expo, States, Worldwide, snapshots
and much more, please inspect, generally Fine .................................................. $300

549 Worldwide Accumulation in Box, 300+ incl. covers with 19th & 20th
Century, useful WWII well struck Palestine boxed censor, North German
Confederation Imperf pair to U.S., 1936 Austria Olympics postcard, 1809 Map
of West Indies and South America, India Seapost, Samoa photo postcard 1907
to U.S., 1870’s British Telegrams to U.S. and few 3rd Reich, generally Fine .. $300

550 Worldwide WWI and WWII Accumulation, 150+ items incl. covers items of
note incl., WWI German and soldiers mail, WWI Era photos of soldiers, 1916
booklet re: pursuing Zepps., Liberty Bond Campaign promo, 21 Boston
newspaper front pages some more than this (War Declared, Helping British),
soldiers covers, cacheted D-Day cover, 1943 “Restricted” booklet and much
more, worth a look, generally Fine..................................................................... $200

COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS

Great Britain
551 �� Collection in Albums, several thousand 1840 to modern, used to n.h. on Hagner

sheets in 9 binders, incl. commemoratives, regionals, Dues, Officials, Offices
Abroad, perfins, Machins, Revenues, regular and Prestige booklets, a few covers,
some minor dupl. in stockbook, generally F-VF. Scott $20,000 (Owner’s)......... $2,000
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552 �� Huge Stationery Estate, thousand from QV to QEII (1837 to modern) mint
and used postal cards, wrappers, registered, Machin, air letter sheets, etc.,
mounted in Hagner sheets in 13 binders, some specimens noted, some dupl.,
nice specialized collection, need to see to appreciate. Cat. $9,500 by Higgins &
Gage or Michel catalogs, generally F-VF.......................................................... $600

553 � Interesting Accumulation, about 600 with dupl. mostly used mounted on pages, 
1841 to 1912, better items incl. used #37, 94 (2), 95, 104-105, 179 (6), and 180
(3), also some early pairs and strips, great for a cancel collector, generally Fine.
Scott $13,500 (Owner’s) .................................................................................... $500

554 � Accumulation on Pages, thousands 1840 to 1900 mostly used on Hagner sheets
and retired APS circuit books, lots of dupl., incl small lot of Machins and
commems. (n.h.), nice lot for plating classics, Fine. 2016 Scott $23,000........... $500

555 �
� Mint Modern Hoard, thousand of n.h., with dupl. running into 1990’s with

values to £10, total face value £1120, F-VF....................................................... $500
556 �� Collection in Albums, 1840 to 2000 mostly n.h., earlies used, in 5 Stanley

Gibbons Windsor Albums, 2 stockbooks of dupl., several FDCs, souvenir
sheets plus Winston Churchill Omnibus issue (o.g.) in binder, high cat. value,
generally F-VF................................................................................................... $400

557 �� Modern Collection, many hundreds from 1946 to 1997 in 2 KaBe hingeless
albums, few used in early issues mostly n.h. commemorative issues from 1970’s
on, plus pages from Guernsey and Jersey with a few used, F-VF...................... $200

558 � FDC Collection, many hundreds cacheted addressed from 1972 to 2011 in 6
albums, F-VF .................................................................................................... $150

559 �
� Modern Issues, many hundreds n.h. in post office folders to 2006, Fine ............ $150

560 � Used Collection, small collection on Palo album pages mostly 19th Century incl.
#1, and 140, Fine.............................................................................................. $150

561 � Mint Collection from 1936, few hundred mostly o.g. to 1992, value in face,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $130

562 �
� Australia Mint Modern Hoard, thousands of n.h. with some dupl. running

into 2000s, total face $2,591, F-VF ................................................................... $200

Canada
563 �� Collection in Linder Hingeless Album, well filled collection with mostly mint 

running from 1851 to 1952 incl. back-of-book, incl. #1 with cert. used, mint
#20, number of large and small Queens mint or used, Jubilees complete mint
with $2 and $5 used and from #66 on appears complete, Airmails complete,
Special Delivery complete, mint F1-F3 mint or unused, and OX3, worth a look,
Fine. Scott $33,751 (Owner’s) ............................................................... (Web) $4,000

564 �� Intact Revenue Collection, mint and used in album and few dupl. in
stockbook, Federal and Province collection, starting with 1864 Federals, with
better Manitoba also incl. Official Seals #OX1, 3-4, also few Canada cigarettes,
cigars, etc., F-VF overall. Van Dam C$10,700.................................................. $1,500

565 � Used Collection in Albums, hundreds from 1859 to 1995 with Back of Book
mounted in two albums, noted #26, 46-47, 50-54, 57, 59, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95
incl. some imperf pairs, Admirals with coil pairs, noted some tagged varieties,
worth a look, generally Fine. 2017 Scott $4,987 (Owner’s)............................... $500

566 �� Collection in Albums, mint and used running from 1859 to 1992 in two well
filled albums incl. back-of-book, classics mostly used or unused and then mostly
mint from 1987 on incl. better items, condition mixed on early, well worth a look,
generally Fine. Scott $20,000 (Owner’s) ........................................................... $500

567 �� Collection in 6 Albums, few thousand from 1911 to 1990’s on hand-made
pages, early issues mostly used, modern issues mostly mint some n.h., incl. nice
group of coils and some booklet panes, and back-of-book plus stationery and
some covers, Fine............................................................................................... $500
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568 � Mostly Used Accumulation, hundreds mostly dupl. Small Queens (numerous
cancels, shades, particularly 3¢) to GV, few mint mostly Edward to GV period,
faulty not counted, unchecked for vars., inspect, Fine overall. 2011 Scott
approximately $4,450+ (Owner’s) .................................................................... $500

569 �� Collection in Album, hundreds of mint and used from 1859 to 1967 incl.
back-of-book, mostly used through Tercentenary issue and then mostly mint
through 1967, many better sets and singles throughout incl. booklet panes, well
worth a look, F-VF ............................................................................................ $400

570 � Collection in Lighthouse Album, hundreds mostly used running from 1859 to 
1978 incl. back-of-book, noted #17, 23, 28, Small Queens with shades, #66-73, 
50-55, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95 and much more, great collection for expansion,
generally F-VF. 2017 Scott $3,478 (Owner’s) .................................................. $300

571 ���Small Newfoundland Group, incl. about 50 covers and cards about half
commercial plus some flights and FDC’s, plus group of stamps incl. mint and
used blocks and singles, generally Fine.............................................................. $200

572 �� Mint and Used Accumulation, many hundreds, mint issues from 1950’s to
1980’s plus earlier used issues in glassines, Fine................................................ $150

573 �� Mint Stationery Stock, in 3 Pittsburgh boxes sorted, mostly modern with dupl.,
1 box of QEII only, 1 box of Webb #VC1-115 complete (5), and VC1-15,
occasional 19th Century piece, clean, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... $100

574 � Cape of Good Hope First Issue Oldtime Exhibit, incl. used #1-6 with a
couple of varieties, #9, 12-15, couple of forgeries and one cover good lot to
expand on, Fine ...................................................................................... (Web) $250

575 �
�� Falklands Mint Collection, n.h. to o.g. in Lighthouse hingeless album, starting

with Victoria issues, 1949 UPU to 1994 complete. Scott $3,568 .............. (Web) $900
576 � Ireland Small Mint Collection, about 100 o.g., from 1922 to 1960 incl.

#77-79, 93-95, 96-98, generally F-VF ............................................................. $300
577 �

� New Zealand Mint Hoard, thousands of n.h. some in quantity, running into
1990s, total face $3884, F-VF............................................................................ $400

578 �� Turkish Cyprus Mint and Used, thousands, majority n.h. dupl. stock,
majority 1980’s-90’s period with dupl. up to approx. 100, some in complete sets,
clean, F-VF. 2008 Scott $17,000 (Owner’s)...................................................... $1,000

COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS
579 �� Collection in Binders, several thousand 1870 through 1970 o.g. and used in 2

binders of British America, 2 binders of British Asia, and 1 binder British
Oceania, several complete sets, Fine. Scott approximately $8,700 (Owner’s) ... $800

580 �
� 1935 Silver Jubilee Collection, mostly n.h., complete, incl. Egypt British

Forces Issue, F-VF. SG £1,500......................................................................... $500
581 �� Accumulation A to Z, several thousand mint and used in 9 large binders,

organized by country, material ranges from QV classics to mid 20th Century,
well worth a look, generally F-VF...................................................................... $500

582 �� British Europe Collection in Album, several thousand 1841 to 1979
mounted in Scott Specialty album, mostly n.h., earlies used, several complete sets 
noted, incl. Cyprus, Malta, Gibraltar, Ireland and G.B., generally Fine........... $400

583 � Revenue Accumulation, many hundreds with 19th and early 20th Century in 3
stockbooks, most from Commonwealth countries, strength in G.B., India,
Hong Kong (some dupl.), Canada incl. Provinces, Ceylon with many Foreign
Bills (dupl.) and a few Japan, incl. Commonwealth Barefoot Catalog 5th
Edition, worth a look, Fine ..................................................................... (Web) $400
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584 �� Remnant Collection, several hundred 1860 through 1980’s mostly n.h., few
earlies used mounted on sleeves and Hagner pages with some dupl., incl. British
Europe, Asia, Australia, Ireland, Africa, several souvenir sheets, generally
F-VF. 6197 Scott $1,800 (Owner’s).................................................................. $300

585 �� 1935 Silver Jubilee Issues, mint and used collection incl. perf specimens
(Barbados, Cayman and Gold Coast), varieties incl. 2 extra flagstaffs, used with
SON cancels, perfins, and couple postal money orders, Fine ............................ $300

586 �� Canada, New Zealand and Ireland Accumulation, in 5 binders, with 3 of
them Canada, strength in used classics, condition is mixed, worth a look.......... $200

587 � Colonies Collection on Handmade Pages, few hundred mostly used to
1950’s incl. Australian States, India, Ionian Islands, Cape of Good Hope and
some other smaller Colonies, Fine ..................................................................... $150

588 � 1935 Silver Jubilee Usages on Cover, 50 mostly commercial usages with a
few FDC’s, nice variety of countries, Fine......................................................... $150

FOREIGN COUNTRY COLLECTIONS
589 � Belgium Mint Semi-Postal Collection, mostly mint from 1910 to 1940, many

better key items mostly l.h. incl. B34-B47, B69-B77, B106 n.h., B114-B122,
B132-B143 and B178 n.h., generally F-VF. Scott $6,164 (Owner’s) ...... (Web) $700

590 �� Brazil Collection in 2 Minkus Albums, couple thousand from 1843 to 1991,
early issues used, mostly mint from 1955 on, with some better used 19th
Century, generally Fine...................................................................................... $200

China
591 �� Valuable Collector Stock, few thousand 1930’s to 1950’s, in 12 small

stockbooks sorted by Scott number with lots of dupl., incl. China issues from
1942 to 1949, incl. back-of-book issues, few later Taiwan, Occupation issues,
NE China, East China, and Manchukuo, and some Locals, great lot for the
specialists, generally F-VF ................................................................................. $1,250

592 �� Taiwan Stock, few thousand from 1950 to 1978 sorted by Scott number in
glassines, to 1964 mostly used, from 1964 to 1978 mostly n.h., from 3 to 20 of
each, incl. #1450-1451 (9 sets), 1624-1627 (15 sets), and 1671-1674 (8 sets),
great stock for the China dealer, generally F-VF............................................... $1,000

593 �� Fascinating Small Accumulation, about 200 from 1882 to 1920’s incl. used
#5, 13-15, mint #78 (one unused, one h.r.), local issues incl. Shanghai, few
Occupation issues, and some Tibet, worth a close look, Fine ............................ $500

594 �� Interesting Collection, many hundred on handmade pages, early issues used,
mostly mint from 1960 on (many n.h.), better items incl. used #11-14, mint
1355-1358, worth a close look, generally F-VF ................................................. $500

595 �� Collection in Minkus Album, few hundred from 1888 to 1974 incl. some mint
1940’s issues and Taiwan sets, better items incl. used #13, C1-C6, mint
#1355-1358 (o.g.), Fine.................................................................................... $300

596 �
�� Modern Issues and FDC’s, accumulation of many hundreds mostly n.h.,

1990’s to 2002, plus couple hundred cacheted FDC’s (1982 to 1997), Fine..... $250
597 �� Balance of Estate, incl. 1980’s mint issues with some souvenir sheets, collector

stock with Airmail and back-of-book issues, and misc. earlier issues, Fine ....... $250
598 �� Small Collection, few hundred from 1897 to 1936, majority used with few better

mint, better items incl. mint #154-158, 290-306, and used 269, generally F-VF . $200
599 �� Sinkiang Accumulation, Over 150 with dupl. incl. mint #39-46, 70-81, Fine . $200
600 � Collector Stock, Over 1,000 majority used 1932 to 1949 issues sorted in

stockbook, with lots of dupl., great for the specialist, Fine ................................ $150
601 �� Collector Accumulation, over 1,000 from 1989 to 1947, majority commemorative 

issues incl. some later mint sets, lots of dupl., generally Fine............................. $150
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602 � Small Accumulation on Cover, 24 singles, mostly 1940’s era, Fine ................ $150

People’s Republic of China
603 � 1949 to 1967 Collection, few hundred, majority cto with scattering of better

mint sets, better items incl. mint #245a-248a, 536-537, 783-790, 834-841,
936-937, plus early issue reprints and some back-of-book issues, Fine ............. $500

604 (�) North East China Souvenir Sheets, ungummed, 2; #1L36a and 1L44a,
F-VF. Scott $850 ................................................................................... (Web) $200

605 �
� Small Group of Better Sets, about 60 n.h., incl. #1047-1052, 1126-1129,

1218-1221, F-VF............................................................................................... $150
606 � 1980’s Cover Accumulation in Box, over 200 FDC’s incl. #1749-60, 1820,

1844, plus 71 event covers and uncounted postal cards, generally F-VF .......... $100
607 � 1979 FDC’s and Maxi Cards, small selection of unaddressed FDCs and cards 

some mounted in presentation folders, VF......................................................... $100
608 �� Denmark Dealer Stock, running from #2 to 1664 mint, used or both all priced

and identified in six stockbooks, incl. booklets, sheets and back-of-book, most
are 1 to 5 each, retails run $22,703, cat. appears to be from couple year ago, great
for show dealer as all the work is done, generally F-VF..................................... $1,500

609 �� Finland Dealers Stock With Aland, 7 stockbooks with thousands of mint and
used (lots of n.h.) from #4 into 1990’s, along with stockbook of mostly mint n.h.
Aland, all totaling a huge amount of cat. value, well worth a look, F-VF.......... $1,500

610 �� Finland and Aland Dealer Stock, from #17 to 1417 mint, used or both all
priced and identified in six stockbooks, incl. booklets, sheets and back-of-book,
most are 1 to 5 each, retails run $14,920 incl. Aland, cat. appears to be from
couple year ago, great for show dealer as all the work is done, generally Fine ... $1,000

611 � Finland Dealer Stock With Better, mostly used classics with a few mint items, 
marked retail $11,200 noted all used unless noted, #4a, 6, 6b, 7 mint and used, 8
mint, 8a, 11 and 12, some faulty as normal, generally Fine ............................... $650

612 � France Almost 600 Commercial Covers, sleeved and priced (old pricing),
sorted by stampless, 19th Century, and 20th Century, mostly classic through
1940’s period, priced mostly between $10 to $50, total retail $12,917, Fine
overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................................................... $1,200

613 �� France and F.S.A.T. 1849 to 1994, o.g. or n.h., housed in Minkus album in
mounts, a good selection of early issues then virtually complete, mostly mint from 
1930 to 1984 with a few missing, a clean collection, plus F.S.A.T., 1958-85
hinged on Scott album pages, a useful group, F-VF. Scott $2,400 ................... $750

614 � France Collection in Minkus Album, few thousand to 1978 majority mint
with some early used, better items incl. mint #C15, C16-17, B34, used #329
(stuck to page), and many modern mint sets incl. semi-postals, many mint have
disturbed gum, need to be examined, Fine ........................................................ $300

615 � French Offices Collection, few hundred on Scott Pages incl. nice Offices in
China, majority used, few with faults, generally Fine ........................................ $250

616 �
��� F.S.A.T. Mint Sets, #105/234a, C59/C135, n.h., all in quantities of 10 in

singles, part or full sheets, inventory incl., VF. 2013 Scott $1,526 .................... $250
617 �

�� F.S.A.T. Collection in Album, over 100 from 1956 to 1994, early issues o.g.,
balance n.h., value mainly in modern issues, generally F-VF ............................ $150

Germany & Colonies
618 � Stampless Through WWII Occupation Cover Stock, 1500-2000 in 3

Pittsburgh boxes, all sleeved and priced, incl. inflation, Empire, 3rd Reich,
“House of Germany Art” propaganda, 1945-48 Occupation, Seapost, Feldpost,
East Germany, etc., mostly clean group, retail $37,000, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ...................................................................................................... $3,500
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619 �� Allied Zones Collection, few hundred mint and used in Schaubek hingeless
album, consists of U.S./British Zone with several band and carpet errors (all
signed Schlegel), French Zone incl. better souvenir sheets, and Saarland with
better souvenir sheets, clean lot, Fine to Very Fine ................................... (Web) $2,500

620 � Dealer Stock, thousand of mint from 1951-2010 neatly presented in 4 loaded
stockbooks with mint material from early Bundespost and DDR and on, a
multitude of sets, multiples, souvenir sheets, booklets, with very useful and
pleasing dupl. especially in earlier issues, a very clean accumulation with majority 
n.h., take your time and inspect this one, generally F-VF. Scott approximately
$18,000 .............................................................................................................. $2,000

621 � Extensive Stationery Collection, thousands of mint and used postal cards,
wrappers, registered, air letter sheets from 1860 thru modern, East and West
incl., mounted in Hagner sheets in 22 binders incl. States, Danzig, Saar,
Colonies (mint), Württemberg, 3rd Reich, nice run of WWII propaganda
cards, Berlin, Hindenburg issues, etc, excellent specialized collection, generally
F-VF. Michel €25,000 (Owner’s) ..................................................................... $1,500

622 �� Collection in Albums, several thousand 1860 to modern, used to n.h. mounted
in Hagner sheets, Scott and Schaubek albums (17), incl. States, Colonies,
Occupation issues, 3rd Reich, Dues, Airs, semi-postals, Zusammendrucke,
booklets, panes, vending, etc, a few covers, minor dupl., well worth a good look,
generally F-VF. Scott $15,000 (Owner’s) ......................................................... $1,500

623 �� Extensive Collection in Scott Album, many hundreds from 1872 to 1959,
early issues used balance mostly o.g., better items incl. mint #670-685, B33,
B58, B68, 9NB3a, and 10NB11, plus nice group of Occupation issues, few with
faults, generally F-VF........................................................................................ $850

624 �
� D.D.R. Mostly New Issues, in stockbook and on #102 cards, n.h., 1950’s-90’s, 

virtually all in complete sets, incl. Semis, minor dupl., few mini sheets, F-VF.
2016 Scott $4,700............................................................................................... $450

625 �� Priced 1853 to 1973 Stock, o.g. to n.h., dealer counter book mint and used,
all identified and priced on sheets, wide range starting with States, Colonies, 3rd
Reich, Federal Republic and semi-postals, a useful group, F-VF. Scott $5,000+ 
(Owner’s) ........................................................................................................... $400

626 � Cover Intact Group of Different Periods, 100+ incl. stampless, Zone, few
earlier FD’s, nothing recent, early mint and used postcards, some early mint and
used stationery.................................................................................................... $325

627 �� Modern Collection, many hundreds from 1949 to 1997 in 3 KaBe hingeless
albums, few early used issues, mostly n.h. from 1969 on incl. Berlin issues....... $300

628 � Huge Accumulation, with thousands mostly used running from 1910 to 1970s in
four large Lindner stockbooks, lots of room for expansion with good showing of
items such as inflationary issues and modern, many items chosen for cancels,
need to inspect, generally F-VF......................................................................... $200

629 � 46 Mostly 3rd Reich Covers, many oversized commercial usages incl.
souvenir sheet usages, Czech Occupation, nothing postwar, few inflation, etc.,
inspect .................................................................................................... (Web) $200

630 � States Accumulation, few hundred used on stockpages, noted Bayern, Hanover, 
Württemberg and many others, many cancels, huge cat., worth a look, Fine.... $150

631 �� Greece Collection in 2 Lighthouse Albums, many hundreds from 1862 to
1971, early issues used 20th Century, mostly mint with some n.h., better items
incl. mint #179-183, 427-436, 558-573, C22-C30, and nice group of used
Hermes Heads, Fine ......................................................................................... $350

632 � Greece Balance of Collection, many hundreds mostly used in album and
loose, plus covers and some used in stockbooks, Fine ....................................... $100
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633 � Hungary Mint Collection, in Schaubek hingeless album to 1944 and Global
album from 1944 to 1973, mostly complete starting with 1st few issues complete
mint or used with listed shades, #17 mint, many perf vars., 1913 on mostly mint
and complete incl. Semis, virtually all better souvenir sheets, also Occupation,
Dues, Newspapers, etc., later issues n.h. in mounts, extensive collection, inspect,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine ....... (Web) $1,600

634 �� Hungary Collection With Imperfs, thousands in 3 well filled albums from
1871 to 2000, mixed mint and used but lots of n.h., highly complete incl. many
imperforate issues from 1957 on (many cat. over $50), highly complete, huge cat. 
value, F-VF........................................................................................................ $800

635 �
�� Hungary 1901 to 1985 Collection, o.g. or n.h., mostly mint housed in two

Scott Specialty albums, vast majority mounted, virtually complete from
1920-1975, incl. Airmail and semi-postals, a useful collection, F-VF ............... $300

636 �� Iceland Dealers Stock, 6 stockbooks with thousands of mint and used (lots of
n.h.) from #1 into 1990’s, incl. high values and better items, back-of-book,
Officials, plate blocks, miniatures sheets and other items of interest, all totaling a
huge amount of cat. value, generally F-VF........................................................ $1,000

637 �
�� Israel 1948 Interim Period Collection, o.g. or n.h., virtually all mint, over

300 in two stockbooks containing singles, sets and blocks from this era, also post
1948 JNF labels, an unusual grouping, F-VF ......................................... (Web) $200

638 � Italy & Colonies Collection, hundreds of used classics through modern on
blank pages in homemade album incl. Italian Africa, scattered better, Fine. 2015
Scott $1,600 ....................................................................................................... $200

639 � Japan Collection in Album, few hundred from 1900 to 1960, majority o.g. incl. 
nice run of souvenir sheets, better items incl. mint #163-170, 378a, 385a,
480-492, few with gum faults, Fine ................................................................... $350

640 � Japan 61 Metal Engravings, in the folders, starting #616 to 706, clean .......... $100
641 �� Luxembourg Mint and Used Collection, in Lighthouse hingeless album to

1977, virtually complete with earlies used from 1852, occasional dupl., 1914 on
mint or used, 1927 on virtually all mint, missing expensive items, also Officials,
Dues mint or used, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine .................................................................................................. (Web) $500

642 � Mexico Early Usage Cover Selection, 12 stamped and 6 stampless from 1841 
to 1916, usually with detailed description on sleeve, an interesting and unusual
group, F-VF .......................................................................................... (Web) $400

643 �� Mongolia Collection on Handmade Pages, few thousand from 1926 to
1992, some issues both o.g. and cto, better items incl. mint #83, lots of topical
issues, Fine......................................................................................................... $200

644 �� Netherlands 1852 to 2001, housed in Minkus album plus balance of modern
on cards and sheets, mostly used from 19th Century to 1940, all in mounts, a
useful collection, F-VF ...................................................................................... $600

645 �
�� Netherlands Large Accumulation, few thousand in 3 White Ace albums and

in envelopes, 1920’s to 2012, mostly n.h. plus group of modern cacheted FDC’s,
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $250

646 �� Norway Large Dealer Stock, 8 stockbooks with thousands of mint and used
(lots of n.h.) from #8 into the mid 1980’s, incl. high values and better items,
back-of-book to incl. better Airs and Semi-postals, nice mix of mint and used up
to about 5 of each, all totaling a huge amount of cat. value, well worth a look,
generally F-VF................................................................................................... $2,000

647 �� Norway Dealer Stock, from #1 to 1724 mint, used or both, all priced and
identified in three stockbooks, incl. booklets and back-of-book, most are 1 to 5
each, retails run $10,096, cat. appears to be from couple years ago, great for show
dealer as all the work is done, generally F-VF ................................................... $800
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648 �� Poland Collection in Albums, 2 Scott Specialty albums from 1860 to 2000 incl. 
back-of-book and fairly complete with mint and used, 1979 to 2000 appears to be 
complete n.h., large cat. value and well worth a look, generally F-VF............... $400

649 � Portuguese Colonies Revenues, many hundreds on handmade pages, majority
used to 1950’s with some better Cape Verde, Nyassa, and Mozambique
Company, Fine .................................................................................................. $250

650 � Portuguese Colonies Revenues, about 228 singles, 12 part sheets of
Mozambique Company and Nyassa “Imposto do Sello” values, 3 documents,
mostly from late 1800’s and early 1900’s in stockbook, worth a look, generally
Fine to Very Fine ............................................................................................... $200

651 �� Russia Accumulation in Box, hundreds of mint and used on pages, stockbooks
and glassines, best being stockbook with mostly mint with #1600 to 2100,s with
some dupl., worth a look, generally fine to very fine .......................................... $200

652 �� Sweden Dealer’s Stock, 10 stockbooks (one being quite large) with thousands
of mint (lots of n.h.) and used (many earlies great for cancels) from #1 to mid
1980s, incl. high values and better items, nice selection of coil pairs and blocks, a
mix of mint and used up to about 5 of each, all totaling a huge amount of cat.
value, well worth a look, generally F-VF ........................................................... $2,500

653 �� Sweden Dealer’s Stock, from #7 to 2163 mint, used or both all priced and
identified in four stockbooks and one sales book, incl. booklets, sheets and
back-of-book, most are 1 to 5 each, cat. appears to be from couple year ago, great
for show dealer as all the work is done, retails run $14,508, generally F-VF..... $900

654 �� Sweden Mint and Used Stock, hundreds to 1986, majority early used
organized in stockbook, most later is n.h., dupl. of used starting #17, incl. early
shades, cancels, few back-of-book, clean overall, Fine to Very Fine overall. ..... $300

655 �� Switzerland Dealer Stock, running from 1862 to 1972 in two stockbooks,
sparse in earlies but strong in mid to late 20th Century, not much in high values,
several thousands of quality mostly mint (mostly n.h.) and an old style collection
with much value still in it, overall value should be high, worth a look, generally
Fine.................................................................................................................... $300

656 �� Switzerland Collection in 2 Minkus Albums, many hundreds 1854 to 1992, 
early issues mostly used, modern issues o.g. with many n.h. from 1975 on, better
items incl. used #23, 29, nice group of semi-postals and few back of book, mostly 
Fine or better ..................................................................................................... $250

657 �
� Thailand Souvenir Sheets, n.h., accumulation housed in binder from #632a to

1291 with dupl., F-VF. 2016 Scott $5,000+..................................................... $500

FOREIGN GENERAL COLLECTIONS
658 �� Scandinavia Dealers Stock, three separate accumulations with Denmark

running from #4 to 1980 mint, used or both, all priced and identified in nine
stockbooks, incl. booklets, sheets and back-of-book, most are 1 to 5 each and two
binders each of mint and used Faroe Islands and Greenland, great for show
dealer as all the work is done, generally Fine. Scott $20,000 ++ (Owner’s).... $2,000

659 �� Scandinavia 1851 to 1970, o.g., Denmark, Greenland (all used), Norway and
Sweden housed in a lightly filled Scott Specialty album and binder, F-VF. Scott
$5,800 (Owner’s) ............................................................................................... $400

660 �� Scandinavia Stock, useful lot for a dealer to beef up his overall stock, file boxes of
Denmark, Finland, Iceland and Faroes, Denmark with decent run of 19th and
early 20th Century mostly used, mint starts with #215 with a nice run to 1051,
Semis and Airs, Finland similar with early used, then mixed mint and used to
1970’s, then almost solid mint to 1995 plus back-of-book, Iceland used to
mid-1950’s, then mostly mint to 1995, semis and Airs, Faroes basically all mint
#42//303, substantial number of booklets and souvenir sheets for Norway and
Finland, generally F-VF.................................................................................... $400
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661 � Small Asia Collection, few hundred on pages mostly o.g. incl. Japanese
Occupation issues from various countries, Manchukuo, and Modern Ryukyu,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $150

662 �� Trucial States Collection, few thousand in 3 albums and 2 stockbooks, mostly
cto, Fine ............................................................................................................. $150

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS
663 � Lifetime Collection, many thousands on handmade pages in 53 binders, 1850’s

to 1975, majority used with scattering of modern mint sets, better areas incl.
Canada, British Commonwealth, Eastern Europe, Latin America and few Asia,
singles with cat. to about $100, Fine .................................................................. $4,000

664 �� Large Dealer Stock, extensive stock of Foreign mint and used, housed in 48 #3
glassine boxes, all identified by Scott number, incl. n.h. sets cataloging up to
$250, strong in G.B. with present and former Colonies, scattered Omnibus sets
from the 1950’s and 1960’s, G.B. good run of the 1950’s QEII phosphor,
graphite and other varieties of singles, coils, booklet panes, nice run of Ireland
incl. a sealed roll of 1,500 coil stamps, plus the major portion of a coil roll of
#MH7f, substantial Canada, especially modern to very modern material, good
run of Scandinavia and some Europe, F-VF ..................................................... $3,500

665 �� Interesting Collection to 1934, thousands in 11 albums (Scott brown
Internationals rebound in blue), majority used with some o.g. sets, nice 19th
Century incl. better German area, Netherlands, Canada, U.S. Revenues, also
Latin America, cat. values to about $200, condition is quite nice, Fine ............. $3,000

666 �� 12 Volume Scott International, thousands with pages to 1975, majority used
with a scattering of o.g. sets, lots of stamps but nothing expensive, Fine........... $3,000

667 �� Large Scott International Collection, 75 albums with pages to 2008, quite a
few stamps in first 4 albums, some mint sets in 1970’s and 1980’s issues (incl.
some Asia area), later albums mostly empty with scattering of mint sets, albums
are set up in date order, generally Fine .............................................................. $2,000

668 �� Collection on Handmade Pages, thousands in 37 albums, majority used with
some mint sets and souvenir sheets, better areas incl. Bhutan, Scandinavia, Latin
America and some Asia, generally Fine ............................................................. $2,000

669 �� Collection in 24 Scott International Albums, many thousands from 1840
to 1980’s incl. many mint sets (some n.h.), better incl. Commonwealth with
Canada (mint $1 values), China, France (mint #C15 disturbed gum), and
French Colonies, albums not in good condition, some with water damage and
tropical staining, some stamps with tropical gum but many seem to be fine,
number of better but should be examined, Fine ................................................ $2,000

670 � Collection in Brown International Albums, thousands in 4 Scott Brown
International albums with pages to 1933, mostly used with scattering of o.g., cat.
value to over $300, better countries incl. Canada, China, German Area,
Scandinavia and Thailand, binders in bad shape but pages and stamps are fine,
worth a close look, Fine...................................................................................... $1,500

671 �� Scott International Collection From 1920 to 1993, in 29 albums pages to 
1940 are Brown International reproduction pages, thousands scattered in the
albums incl. a few better mint sets and lots of used, F-VF ................................ $1,500

672 �� Four Country Accumulation, o.g. or n.h., Korea, 1957-1985, mint on album
pages, owners cat. over $2,000; Switzerland, 1858-1997, in Scott album, mostly
used in mounts incl. semi-postals, owner’s cat. over $3,500; New Zealand,
1858-1998 in a Scott album, mostly used with mint incl. semi-postals all
mounted; and DDR, 1950-1990, in album, mostly mint, virtually complete,
missing a couple of sets, high cat. value, a useful group, F-VF ......................... $1,000
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673 �� Huge Accumulation With Covers, 13 banker boxes with thousands of mint
and used in collections, on and off paper, stockpages, glassines noted
Philippines, Canada, U.N., Romania, Worldwide FDCs and some commercial, 
worth look, Fine................................................................................................. $1,000

674 � Dealer’s Mostly Used Stock, 93 sales books with thousands to 1980’s, classics
mostly used, modern mix of mint and used, incl. France, Germany, Mexico,
Australia, Israel, light dupl., occasional better, pricing is old, mixed condition . $1,000

675 � 19 Box Mostly Approval Lot, many thousands, intact from collector, on
stockpages, in glassines, incl. lots of Scandinavia and New Zealand, mostly
unsorted, occasional mint, needs inspection ....................................................... $1,000

676 �
� New Issue Hoard, n.h., bankers box filled with thousands of new issues mostly

from 1990’s incl. Korea, British Commonwealth, Israel, Russia and French
Colonies, many topical issues with much dupl., great for retail or eBay sales,
F-VF. Scott $28,800 (Owner’s)......................................................................... $800

677 � Used Collection in Regent Albums, many thousands in 5 albums from 1840
to 1970, incl. some better Belgium, Commonwealth, German Area,
Scandinavia, Latin America and some Asia, worth a close look, generally Fine $750

678 � Collection in 4 Scott Albums, thousands in 4 Scott International albums 1941 
to 1961, mostly used with scattering of o.g., better countries incl. German Area,
Scandinavia and some Asia, Fine....................................................................... $600

679 �� Old Time Dealer Stock, several hundred thousand mint and used from 1860 to 
1960s in glassines with dupl. from a dealer store stock, incl. U.S., U.N., counties
A to Z, back-of-book, U.S., Japan, Ryukyus Island mint sheets (n.h.),
Aerograms mint and used, cto, sheets, a few FDCs, souvenir sheets, bundleware, 
lots of good topical items, complete sets, several better items noted, a good money 
maker lot for a packet or topical dealer, generally Fine...................................... $600

680 � Modern Used Collection, thousands mounted on blank pages in 38 binders,
1960’s to 2006, nice variety of countries............................................................. $500

681 �� Estate Balance, several hundred 1860 to modern, mint and used (some n.h.)
remnant collections incl Fr. Polynesia, France, Croatia, Indian States, Iceland,
Greenland, Norway, Italy, Turkey, Switzerland Revenues and covers, etc, high
cat. value, well worth a look, Fine ...................................................................... $500

682 �� Oldtime Collection in Scott Brown International, thousands of mint and
used in a bulging album of 19th Century era material, many better items seen
throughout incl. a couple with certs, no U.S., huge cat. value, worth a look,
generally F-VF................................................................................................... $500

683 �� Estate Accumulation, in 5 banker boxes in sheet folders, glassines, approval
books, loose, Refugee mint and FD collection from 1960, Israel with #1-9 used,
Russia sheetlets, France in stockbook, etc., classic used on small pages, classic
G.B. used and sorted in stockbook, Hong Kong QEII $1.30 used in large
quantity, etc., generally Fine .............................................................................. $500

684 �� Estate Balance on Pages, Etc., On pages, in albums, on various pages, in 3
boxes, mostly 20th Century used but some mint, classics, etc., occasional better
items, Fine overall .............................................................................................. $500

685 �� Various Collections in Albums, mint and used filling 2 banker boxes, incl. 3
volume old Scott International, Scott Specialty Austria, Ireland, modern New
Zealand, Cuba in stockbook, Turkey, Russia mostly used from 1940’s on, etc.,
F-VF overall ...................................................................................................... $500

686 � Scott International Vol. 1, few thousand mostly used incl. some better
Commonwealth, Western Europe, and Latin America, Fine. Scott $5,000
(Owner’s) ........................................................................................................... $450
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687 � Group of Better Items, 21 used items incl. G.B. #1, China #19, 73, 78, 80,
Cape of Good Hope #1, 2, 3, Norway #1, 7, 13, Monaco #15, plus France,
Switzerland, Germany and Chile, condition is mixed otherwise generally Fine.
Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s) .................................................................................. $400

688 �� Country Collections, 10 albums plus few country collections on pages incl.
Germany in Scott albums, France in Yvert album, Malaya in Scott album,
majority used with some mint sets, generally Fine ............................................. $400

689 �� Scott International Junior Albums, mint and used, 19 albums from various
periods, some thousands, albums mostly empty, Fine........................................ $400

690 �
� New Issues Group, few thousand in glassines and in stockbooks n.h., lots of

topicals incl. Princess Diana, Churchill, WWII, Nudes, etc. plus modern U.N.,
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $350

691 � Asia Accumulation, Banker box with 5 large binders, mostly used incl. India &
States, Straits Settlements, Malaya & States, Japan and Ceylon, best book being
Ceylon with many high cat. QV classics, also noted two reference books on
China, mixed condition and a few covers, worth a look ..................................... $350

692 �� Balance of Collection, incl. mint Canada collection with better Postage Due
sets, used Australia with better Kangaroos, U.S. mint entires and misc.,
generally F-VF................................................................................................... $300

693 �� Accumulation in Stockbooks, Thousands mostly used with a scattering of mint 
sets in about 30 stockbooks, incl. nice run of mint Bhutan, generally F-VF ..... $300

694 �� Balance of Estate, thousands in stockbooks, majority used with scattering of
mint sets, incl. nice group of Netherlands & Colonies, Belgium and a small used
U.S. collection, Fine .......................................................................................... $300

695 �
�� Dealer Stock on Pages, 3 counter books with mostly mint and lot of n.h. from A 

to T, appears to be one each with some sets cat. over $50, worth a look, generally
F-VF. Scott $3,925 (Owner’s)........................................................................... $300

696 �� Special Delivery Collection, specialized collection of few hundred (mostly
mint) and labels plus group of Mexico covers, generally F-VF......................... $300

697 � Accumulation in 8 Binders, several hundred used classics item from Europe
and Commonwealth areas, mostly form late 19th and early 20th Century, all
identified and in dealer pages, mixed condition but worth a look ...................... $300

698 �� Estate Country, Topical Collections, in 4 boxes, mint and used intact, incl.
Ireland in album and stockbook with mint Seahorses with #12-14, mint Israel in 
binders, used Russia min. sheetlets, art topical on pages, in albums illustrated,
used in glassines, 1960’s Foreign FD’s, some recent new issue min. sheets incl.
China, etc., mostly clean, F-VF ......................................................................... $300

699 �� Oldtime Priced Stock, mint or used, on style 6 pages with old pricing, 16
binders with U.S. incl. mint #573, also 3 large binders for oversized, etc.,
classics to mid 20th Century with Europe incl. Germany, Russia, etc., mixed
condition ............................................................................................................ $300

700 � Balance of Estate, thousands in glassines and on pages majority used or cto, with
some modern n.h. new issues, F-VF.................................................................. $250

701 � Scott International Albums, 10 from various dates, thousands mostly used with 
a scattering of mint few better Netherlands, Fine .............................................. $250

702 � Estate Collection, several thousand 1880 through 1960 in 25 binders (5
Lighthouse), mostly used with a few better, great pick book material, Fine...... $250

703 � Collection to 1920’s, many hundreds in stockbook, majority used 19th Century 
incl. Germany & States, France & Colonies, Latin America, British, and some
Asia, mixed condition but still worth a close look, Fine ..................................... $250

704 �
� 1970 to 2004 Annual Souvenir Sets, n.h., housed in a carton containing

various countries such as Sweden, Korea, Israel, Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, Norway, Switzerland, Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, a wide variety
mostly in original packaging, VF. Scott $3,200 ................................................. $250
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705 �� Estate Collection, few thousand in 5 Harris Worldwide albums mostly used with 
few o.g. sets, some interesting Italy and Portuguese Colonies, U.S. used in Scott
Minuteman album and Worldwide used in envelopes, Fine ............................. $250

706 � Collection on Handmade Pages, many hundreds majority used, mostly
smaller countries and Colonies incl. nice collection of Liberia, Wallis & Futuna,
and some Eastern Europe, worth a close look, Fine .......................................... $250

707 �� Estate Remainders, two banker boxes with thousands incl. U.S., noticed New
Zealand with lots of face, mint and used Canada collection incl. some year sets,
Iceland mint and used collection, old International Jr. and U.S. with some fancy
cancels, worth a look, Fine ................................................................................. $250

708 �� Accumulation on Pages, few thousand mostly used with a few o.g. sets, incl.
some interesting Belgium and China, and some covers, generally Fine............. $200

709 � Balance of Estate, many thousands in 15 stockbooks or albums, mostly used
with a few o.g. sets, incl. small China collection and some better Belgium and
Italy, generally Fine ........................................................................................... $200

710 �� Balance of Estate, thousands in various Worldwide albums, cto sheets and small
collection of German locals, generally Fine........................................................ $200

711 �� Collections in Albums, several thousand 1880’s to modern mint and used in 2
Harris Standard albums, 2 Scott part 1 albums and single part 2 and 3
International albums, good pick book material, Fine......................................... $200

712 �� Interesting Accumulation, thousands on and off paper and in envelopes, plus
modern n.h. Germany and Russia, Fine ............................................................ $200

713 � Balance of Collection, few thousand incl. Worldwide in albums with a few
better item, U.S. mint mostly with damaged gum and few interesting covers,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $200

714 �� Balance of Estate, thousands incl. mint U.N., used Foreign in glassines and
binders, stuck down U.S. postage and few covers, Fine .................................... $200

715 �� Balance of Collection, few thousand in albums and glassines incl. Germany in
Minkus album, Canada in Palo album, 2 Scott International albums, U.S. mint
State Duck collection, Worldwide on album pages and used India in glassines,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $200

716 �
�� Mint Estate Balance, in 2 boxes, mostly older new issues, incl. Greece on #102

cards, Japan and Cyprus collection, 1960’s and later, modern QEII topical
related, clean....................................................................................................... $200

717 �� Worldwide Collection, in binder containing mint and used, mostly German
material from Germania to inflation issues, plus a small mix of U.S. and other
Foreign, condition is generally mixed F-VF...................................................... $150

718 � Off-Paper Mix, many thousands in glassines and loose in banker box, nice variety
of countries and stamps, generally Fine ............................................................. $150

719 � On-Paper Mix, many thousands in 3 bankers boxes incl. some U.S., nice variety,
generally Fine..................................................................................................... $150

720 �
�� U.S., U.N. and Foreign Collection, o.g. or n.h., mostly on Hagner pages,

stockbook and loose, mostly mint, contains U.S. postage, a run of U.N. incl.
U.N.T.E.A. and F.A.O., plus Palestine Mandate issues and other country sets,
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $150

721 �� Revenues and Seals, accumulation of few thousand incl. New York Stock
Transfer, and Foreign, worth a close look, Fine ................................................ $150

722 �� Interesting Accumulation, many hundreds incl. many mint sets (some n.h.)
with some Trucial States, and Eastern Europe plus few interesting Asia area,
plus few covers, Fine.......................................................................................... $150
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723 �� Useful Collections, 4 different mint and used collections on pages incl. Labuan
1894 to 1900, Trinidad & Tobago from 1878 to 1983, Netherlands Dutch
Indies 1864 to 1962, and Puerto Rico 1873 to 1898, some useful items, worth a
look, generally F-VF.......................................................................................... $150

724 � Balance of Collection, few thousand, majority used with some mint U.S. plus
few covers, Fine ................................................................................................. $100

Topical Collections
See Lots 728, 747, 748 and 751
725 �� Railroad Collection, mostly mint in 7 albums sorted by region, virtually all 20th

Century with separate album for Belgium Parcel Post mostly complete mostly
used, Commonwealth with New Brunswick #6 mint block of 4, Asia with Japan
#426 n.h., Taiwan and P.R.C., etc., F-VF lot ........................................ (Web) $1,000

726 �
� New Issue Hoard, huge amount of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with

many topicals incl. Korea, Indonesia, Vietnam, New Guinea, Commonwealth
and others, much dupl., F-VF. Scott $13,500 (Owner’s).................................. $400

727 �
� Extensive Scout Collection, few thousand mint mostly n.h., mounted on

specialized pages from 1925 to 2002, generally F-VF ....................................... $300

Worldwide Covers
728 � Extensive Topical Stock, 5675 in 10 Pittsburgh boxes by category, mostly

1940’s to 1970’s, all sleeved and priced mostly $3-$15, incl. Europa (477-retail
$2,980), Fraternal Organizations (410-$5,983), Balloons (498-$7,198),
Scouting (245-$2,231), Polar, Space, Sports, some commercial buy mostly
cacheted, slight dupl., mostly clean, retail total $60,000, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ...................................................................................................... $7,000

729 � Latin America Retail Group, 2,250, all sleeved, identified, priced, and sorted
by country, mostly 20th Century commercial 1930’s-50’s period, pricing mostly
$6-$30, some light, stationery usages, strength in Mexico, Argentina, Brazil,
clean overall, retail $37,500, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. (Web) $4,000

730 �� Flight Cover Stock, 1500, all sleeved, priced, identified and sorted by country or
region, mostly 1950’s-80’s period, incl. G.B., Portugal, Swiss, few Rocket,
Helicopter, Glider, retail mostly $10-30 range, clean group overall, retail
$29,862, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................................................... $3,000

731 � U.S. and Foreign Paquebot Stock, 686 diff. 1920’s to 1950’s period in a
Pittsburgh box, all priced (mostly $12 to $20 range) and sleeved, sorted by U.S.
(252-retail $4,451), Foreign (340-retail $5,652), and miscellaneous (94-retail
$1,633), considerable G.B., few “Ship Cachets”, total retail $11,736, ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .......................................................................... $1,100

732 � Worldwide Hoard, several thousand housed in six cartons containing
commercial and FDC, you will find A to Z in this assortment incl.
Commonwealth, Europe, Africa, South America and some Asia, it is about a
50/50 split between commercial and FDCs, range of material runs from late 19th 
Century to modern, inspection should prove to be rewarding, generally F-VF. $600

733 �� Zeppelin Flights, over 25 flights from Germany, Brazil, Liechtenstein and
Hungary, incl. Hindenburg flights and Berlin Olympics, a diverse group, F-VF 
................................................................................................................ (Web) $500

734 � Topical Group of Few Thousand, in 7 smaller file boxes, somewhat sorted by
subject, considerable U.S., also FD’s but some commercial with occasional
better, few sleeved, all priced, mostly F-VF, ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock $500

735 � 1935 Silver Jubilee FDC’s, 125 majority FDC’s with some last days and
events, incl. Hong Kong FDC (uncacheted), plus nice group with various
cachets, some non-FDC’s, worth a close look, Fine .......................................... $400
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736 � Worldwide Dollar Hoard, thousands in 4 bankers boxes, mix of commercial
mostly 20th Century and FDC’s, a few postcards, two boxes well mixed, one
mostly India, one Austrian FDCs and Australian postal stationery, generally
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $300

737 � Accumulation in Box, many hundreds mostly modern commercial, with few
better Netherlands & Colonies, Fine ................................................................. $300

738 � Mint and Used Postal Stationery Hoard, bankers box full of mint and used
mostly postal cards from mostly 20th Century, noticed some mint U.S., well
worth a look for some finds, Fine....................................................................... $300

739 � FDC’s and Cacheted Accumulation, over 5,000 incl. events, space, FDC’s,
PPC’s and few modern local post, Fine ............................................................. $300

740 � Interesting Accumulation, over a hundred in three binders and loose incl. few
better Hong Kong in binder, few better U.S. in binder and some classic G.B.,
worth a look, Fine .............................................................................................. $300

741 � International Organizations and Miscellaneous, Interesting group of about
120 items with marked retail $4025, unusual U.N. plus Geneva usages, also incl. 
various misc. mainly European covers and cards, generally Fine ...................... $300

742 � Huge Hoard, thousands in 6 bankers boxes from WWII period to 1980’s with
commercial, FDC’s and postcards, about half is U.S., also noted some G.B. and
Canada, worth a look, generally Fine................................................................. $200

743 � Balance of Collection, U.S. uncacheted FDC’s in 7 Showgard albums,
cacheted Duck FDC’s, USSR Ducks, box of worldwide modern commercial,
and some NW Postal History literature, Fine ................................................... $200

744 � Germany and U.S. Group, 18 covers and cards mostly from Germany during
WWII related to Berlin Olympics and censor/registered, also 3 U.S. related
catapult mail from Bremen and Europa, plus other ship related mail, a useful
group, F-VF .......................................................................................... (Web) $200

745 � Asia Accumulation, few hundred mostly commercial mail from all time periods,
worth a close look, Fine...................................................................................... $200

746 � Accumulation in Box, about 400 to 500 in banker box with flights and
commercial, better items to be found, worth a close look, Fine.......................... $200

747 � Scouting FDC’s, about 800 mostly 1940’s to 1980’s cacheted, nice variety of
countries and stamps, Fine................................................................................. $200

748 � Scouting Events, about 1200, 1940’s to modern, mostly cacheted, nice variety,
Fine.................................................................................................................... $200

749 � North & South Pole Stock, somewhat sorted and priced in 2 file boxes and
loose, 1940’s and later with most in 1960’s-70’s period, incl. considerable U.S.,
some postcard related earlier real photos, mostly clean group, F-VF ................ $200

750 � 4 Boxes of FD’s From Estate, complete loose, few thousand, all periods to
around 2000+ (no U.S.), occasional commercial, or different cachet, mostly
clean, F-VF........................................................................................................ $200

751 � Topical FDC Collection, 550 cacheted unaddressed FDC’s Fleetwood
Audubon Flora and Fauna from 1979-1993 in 12 albums, nice variety of
countries, Fine ................................................................................................... $100

752 � Bargain Hunters Delight, several thousand FDCs, 1940 to present, mostly
U.S. cacheted/uncacheted, addressed/unaddressed, mint postal stationery, cut
squares, U.N., binder of New Zealand, floor sweeping, etc, Fine ..................... $100

753 � 1958 to 1980 FDC, close to 4000 in a carton primarily Germany and DDR
with a handful of G.B., some light dupl., earlier German sleeved in glassines,
F-VF.................................................................................................................. $100

754 L Literature: China Accumulation, Empress Dowager Jubilee and Its
Surcharges, 2004, The Revenue Surcharges China 1897 Vol 1-2, plus couple
other titles, Fine ................................................................................................. $150
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755 L Literature: U.S. Reference Library Collection, over 100 books featuring,
AAMC, Simpsons U.S. Postal Markings, Mellone’s FDC Photo
Encyclopedia, Micarelli’s U.S. Stamp Identification Guide, Encyclopedia of
RFD Cancels (3), 2 volume William’s California Town Postmarks, La Posta
U.S. Post Offices Vol. 1-6, plus many more popular titles on postmarks, picture
postcards, FDCs, etc., a useful group, F-VF..................................................... $250

756 L Literature: Wilson, Sir John; Royal Philatelic Collection, HB in red,
printed by Dropmore, few scratches on binder, F-VF....................................... $250

757 Supplies: Accumulation in 6 Boxes, incl. like new Scott albums incl. U.S.
hingeless, modern supplements and mounts, Davo Netherlands Colonies
album, etc., fine.................................................................................................. $200

758 Supplies: Sleeves Hoard, three full cartons of cover sleeves of various sizes,
unused................................................................................................................ $150

COIN COLLECTIONS

United States
759 20¢ Pieces, 1875-S (4) AG to VF........................................................................ $200
760 Bust Half-Dollars, 1810, 1827, 1832, and 1834 VG to Fine............................... $150
761 Balance of Dollar Collection, 7 common date Morgan dollars, 12 common

date Peace dollars (AG to XF), plus $4.75 face value in 90% silver coins,
VG-Fine............................................................................................................. $300

762 Type Coin Accumulation, 28 incl. half-cents, large cents, 2¢ pieces, and 3¢
nickel and silver AG to VF ................................................................................ $200

763 Type Coin Collection, 60 incl. 13 large cents, 16 2¢ pieces, 3¢ nickels,
half-dimes, dimes and 3 Columbian commemorative half-dollars ..................... $200

764 Balance of Collection, incl. 21 proof and 14 Unc. sets from 1970’s and 1980’s, 4 
common date silver dollars few other silver coins and misc. pennies.................. $150

Worldwide
765 Great Britain Silver Coins, over 100, 6 pence to half-crown values, total weight 

1,230 grams, nice variety, VG-Fine ................................................................... $250
766 Great Britain Collection, couple hundred in album incl. some silver, VF-XF. $150
767 Foreign Silver Coins, about 200 European and Latin America, total weight

1,500 grams, VG-Fine ....................................................................................... $350
768 Worldwide Silver Coins, about 100 incl. group of Mexico 1957 silver pesos,

total weight, 1200 grams, nice variety, VG-Fine................................................ $150
769 Accumulation of Medals and Currency, small group of medals mostly

International Publishers Association, and about 200 Foreign currency items,
lots of Latin America, Good to Unc. ................................................................. $150

770 Worldwide Accumulation, over 35 pounds, nice variety of countries (no silver),
VG-Fine............................................................................................................. $100

End of Sale - Thank You
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Valuations:
Estimates which appear in this catalogue are provided 
as a guide to bidders. Bidders are strongly advised to 
determine valuation based upon their own research and 
inspection of the lot. It is possible that in instances where 
catalogue valuations are provided, errors can occur and 
therefore it is recommended that bidders evaluate the lot 
independently. It can be assumed that in many instances 
lots will realize considerably higher than estimates and 
in other cases considerably less than the estimated price 
indicated.

Catalog Number Conventions:
1) A dash (“-”) in a catalog number range indicates 
the set is complete within that range, as listed by the 
appropriate catalog.
2) A single slash (“//”) in a catalog number range 
indicates the set is incomplete within that range, and 
some stamps are missing.

Centering
The following grades are used in this catalog:
Extremely Fine (XF): Exceptionally large margins 
and near perfect centering, used to describe stamps 
which are of superior grade for the issue.
Very Fine (VF): Normal size margins for the issue 
and well-centered with design nearly centered perfectly.
Fine (F): Imperforate stamps may have smaller than 
normal margins and perforated stamps will be off-center. 
Issues before 1890 may have the design touching in 
places.
Average (Avg.): Attractive appearance, but margins or 
perforations cut into design.

Covers
Minor nicks, tears and slight reduction from opening 
are to be expected in 19th century covers. Folded letters 
normally have tears in the reverse and file folds, which 
will not be mentioned unless they affect the stamps or 
markings. Light cleaning of covers is an accepted form 
of conservation and is not grounds for return of a lot. 
The terms “Extremely Fine”, etc., are meant to convey 
the overall appearance of cover, not the condition of an 
individual stamp.

Special Note-
The following catalogues were used: Scott Vols. 1-6 
(2018), and U.S. Specialized (2018), Krause Standard 
Catalog of World Coins (2014), and others as mentioned.
 

CAREFUL INSPECTION OF ALL LOTS 
 IS RECOMMENDED.

Symbols
✈  Airpost
(H) Unused
H  Mint
H

H  N.H.
m Used
p Block of four or larger
s On piece
✉ Cover, card or on entire 
A Autograph 
B Booklet pane or complete booklet 
E Essay 
F Forgery
L Literature 
P Proof 
R Reprint
S Specimen

Abbreviations
n.h.=  Never hinged – unused with original gum in Post 

Office state and unmounted.
l.h. =  Lightly hinged – unused with original gum 

showing some evidence of a previous hinging 
which may be present in part or entirely removed.

o.g. (h.r.) = Original gum with hinge remnant
part o.g. =  Part original gum – unused with original 

gum, large hinge remnants may or may not 
be present.

dist. o.g. =  Disturbed original gum – unused with 
original gum, affected by sweating, glazing 
or mount disturbance, may not resemble the 
original gum.

unused =  Unused without gum (unless gum is 
mentioned)

ungummed = Unused without gum, as issue
app. appearing/appearance ms. manuscript
cds circular date stamp ovpt. overprint
compl.  complete pc. postcard
diff. different pl. plate
dupl. duplication pmk. postmark
FDC  first day cover s.e. straight edge
horiz. horizontal s/s souvenir sheet
h.r.  hinge remnant sm. small
h.s.  handstamp unwmkd. unwatermarked
incl.  including vert. vertical
invtd. inverted wmkd. watermarked

Coin Terms
AG  About Good XF Extremely Fine
G Good AU About Uncirculated
VG Very Good UNC Uncirculated
F Fine BU  Brilliant
VF Very Fine   Uncirculated

Glossary
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Harmer-Schau Auction Galleries, Inc.
1333 North McDowell Blvd., Suite B, Petaluma, CA 94954

(T) 707-778-6454 • (F) 707-763-6772 • info@harmerschau.com

Designated Auctioneer 

APS Summer Show
August 9–12, 2018

Columbus, OH

We are accepting consignments up to June 1st for inclusion in this all 
important show and auction. Generous advances are available. 
  
We offer what most other auction houses don’t!

• Auctions always held during a major stamp show
• Lowest buyer’s premium (15%)
• Payment on the 40th calendar day, the fastest in the industry
• Lot sell rate of approximately 90%
• Competitive commission rates
• Generous advances available
• Consignments valued as low as $2000; individual lots as low as 
$100+

•  Owner’s list sent to you with descriptions, estimates and reserves 
for all lots BEFORE the auction catalog is printed for your review

• APS members get discounted commission rate

Please feel free to contact us by email, fill out the form on our site at 
www.harmerschau.com or talk directly to Chris Harmer (3rd generation 
of the Harmer auction family) or Rick Penko at (707) 778-6454 about 
the material you wish to sell.

Now Accepting Consignments
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